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Arboretum plan springs
from founder F ell's dream
By Marc Lebovitz '72
called T rees on the Campus of Illinois State
rom the founding of Illinois State
University 137 years ago its campus has
University, which identified all the trees on and
been a showplace of trees and flower gardens
surrounding the Quad.
because founder Jesse Fell wanted it that way.
During autumn and spring, local and area
Fell commissioned Philadelphia landscape
children tour the campus with adult supervisors,
gardener William Saunders (who
learning about trees native to the region.
had designed the landscaping for
University students in botany classes also use
Fell's home) to create a
the Quad as an outdoor laboratory. As an arborelandscape plan for Normal
tum, Illinois State's campus will educate
University during its first
year. Saunders later laid
out Gettysburg
Cemetery and the
grounds around
President Abraham
Lincoln's tomb.
Before Normal
(then called North
Bloomington) was
incorporated as a town, before
there were houses, and before
ILLINOIS STATE
UNIVERSITY
there were sidewalks, Fell had
FOV"' OEO 1-i,7
12,000 trees planted to shade the
areas where sidewalks were to
be placed. Although a depression and the Civil War postponed implementation of
Saunders' plan for a decade, Fell
had 1,470 evergreens and deciduous trees planted around Old
Main and throughout the rest of
what was to become the
c'ampus quadrangle.
More than 100 species of
trees grow on the Illinois State
campus today, and the
University is implementing a
plan that will build on the existing botanical heritage and more
fully realize Fell's vision of the
campus having "every kind of
tree that would thrive in
Central Illinois."
In an effort to increase plant Campus gateways are includedin a plan lo identify Illinois State's boundaries on
the north, west, and south. Fell Gate, not pidured, is the traditional entry to the
species diversity, the University
east side of campus.
has adopted an arboretum plan
that will create and expand public areas throughout the campus
through its collections, informative signs, and
with greenery, benches, tables, sculpture, and
ocher stmccural amenities. The plan will result
organized community programs.
in an outdoor laboratory for the public and area
Membership for the arboretum in the
schoolchildren as well as for university students
American Association ofBotanic Gardens and
and faculty members. It also will maximize
Arboreta is a university goal. Related goals are to
opportunities for passive recreation and envibeautify the Quad, the closed section of School
ronmental educ'ation.
Street from North Avenue to Beaufort Street,
'l \vo years ago Don Schmidt of the biologand the pedestrian corridor between Redbird
ical sciences department and graphic designer
Arena and Horton Field House/Hancock
Laura Di Mascio created a walking-tour guide
Stadium that used to be Horton Drive.

F

Strategically placed brick-and-scone gateways
that will clearly identify entrances co the
Illinois State campus also are pan of the
arboren,m plan.
If the arboretum wins the support of the
community, alumni, parents, and others, it will
be financed with private funds and in-kind
donations of materials and services.
The Quad, being the historic center of
campus, boast5 more
than 70 tree species,
numerous flower gardens, sitting areas, and
walkways. New planting, with special attention to species diversity
and enhanced garden
settings, will make the
Quad even more
beautiful.
' l 'he School Street
and Horton Drive areas
will require removal of
pavement and replacement with topsoil, trees,
shmbs, sidewalks, and
benches, becoming
small, park-like settings
under the shade of an
assortment of trees.
Campus gateways,
as identifiers of campus
boundaries, will be
inviting, welcoming
symbols to t'ampus
guests and visitors.
Fell Gate on
School Street
between Hovey
and Felmlcy
Halls is the only
existing campus gateway.
Ochers, along
with trees,
shrubs, and flower
gardens, will be on the
north, west, and south
edges of campus.
An arboretum planning committee,
including Carleton Phillips of biologic'al sciences, Judith Riggs of institutional advancement, Don Schmidt of biological sciences,
Chuck Scott of grounds, and Barbara Wallace of
development, has been meeting with community groups, business leaders, and campus
groups to gauge reaction to the arboretum concept. Because loc'lll residents and schoolchildren

also will benefit from campus beautification, the
committee is especially interested in soliciting
input and expertise from local businesses and
other organizations.
Many people have expressed interest in
joining the planning committee, in participating
in fund raising, and in locating landscapers and
landscape designers who could donate goods
and services. 'rhe Senior Challenge of this
year's graduating class is to raise funds to buy
200 trees.
In addition, a Reunion '94 gift has been
established to assist in funding the entrance
gates co campus. Alumni from the classes of
1943, 1944, 1954, 1%9, and 1984 have been
invited to contribute to this project
The arboretum will be a long-term commitment by the University to its aesthetic, educational, and environmental future.
For more information about the arboretum, or tO join Friends of the Arboretum, please
contact Barbara Wallace, Office of
Development, Campus Box 3060, Nom1al, IL
61790-3060, or call (309) 438-7681.
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hat is it about this
tapestry lushly textured
place, Illinois State
and decorated by the
University; this place of our
diversity and achieveyouth where we took meaments of our alumni,
yet interwoven with comsure of ourselves and
shaped our visions for the
mon threads of tradition to
future? Clearly it beckons;
bind us.
clearly it holds a special
Meaningful memoplace in the hearcs and
ries, personal and professional growth, gratitude,
minds of alumni. Perhaps
time and distance play a part
and a desire to give somein deepening feelings of
thing back...these were
connection as evidenced by
their messages...the stuff of
remarks made at the 1994
which being an alum is all
Alumni Awards ceremony.
about..the ties that bind.
Every one of our alumni
T he bonds of conrecipients spoke of such
nection are felt by adminfeelings as they reflected
istrators and faculty as well.
Lois (Rademacher) Mills '62, M.S. '69
upon their time at Illinois
Former Illinois State President
State.
Gene Budig made this fact very clear when he
Our alumni award winners (story on page
accepted his I lonorary Degree during the May
15) have made their mark across this nation
1982, commencement ceremonies. Had these
and the world. Yet, their roots still nm deep
graduates the opportunity I have had to continin this rural landscape nestled in the heartland
ue a friendship with President Budig since he
of Central Illinois. '1oa person, these distinleft ISU, they would have learned another
guished alums credited their growth experiimportant message: the importance of holding
ences at Illinois State as a foundation for
fast to one's dreams, of patience, perseverance,
their achievement~. And to a person, we
and preparedness.
alums should rejoice for and be grateful to
Crediting his rime at Illinois State as a solid
them, because the achievements of our fellow
foundation, President Budig, like ocher award
alums serve to enhance the stature ofour
recipients aforementioned, wisely built upon
University and thereby, the degrees which we
this foundation. He continued to use every
opportunity to hone his leadership skills and
all have earned.
This sense of legacy is very much on my
develop his considemble talent~. Yet, he never
mind as I write my final column as your Alumni
lost sight of his lifelong passion - baseball. His
A~sociation president Listening to the testimowife, Gretchen, called today as I write this colny at the awards ceremony certainly triggered
umn. ' l 'omorrow it will be announced that
these thoughts; thoughts which surfaced again
Gene will be named president of American
League baseball. How sweet it is - he is now a
at May commencement ceremonies while I
waited to give my remarks on behalf of the
"scar player" in the major leagues, and Jllinois
Association for the 22nd and final time, and lisState adds another legend to its capestry...thc
tened to the acceptance speech of another disstuff of which dreams are made.
tinguished alum, Dr. George Prnitt, when he
But at this point, I strongly suspect graduates are more relieved their coursework is
received the Honorary Doctor of I I umanc
I ,cttcrs Degree (story on page 6).
behind them and more focused on what's
Listening to these alums evoked a recurahead of them than to give much tl10ught to
ring image of an ever unfolding rich tapestry. A
such "stuff" But their time will come...jusr as it
has for the deserving alums we honored this
tapestry woven over many generations and
year and for the fine alums I have had the privireflective of the life history of our University. A

W

lege of working with during my two-year tenure
as president and eight years on the board.
And so I find myself also marking milestones and memories where the alumni board is
concerned. When I ask myself how I would
hope the legacy of this board during my presidency would be remembered, I would hope
these milestones would top any list Of all initiatives, these I believe will have the most impact
on future growth of the Alumni Association and
the University:
1. We have worked hard to strengthen
connections among alumni entities. "Inclusion"
has been more than a buzz word, as evidenced
by representative membership on boards and
committees, and by the involvement of charters/clubs leaders in the Board's strategic planning process. Just as this partnership was a first,
so are we in the first steps of implementing
mutually agreed upon goals. We are looking
to the Lc-aders Workshop on September 10
and 11 as another criric,al step in this continuing process. We hope you join us to lend your
talents.
2. We initiated annual budgets, developing them by objectives while moving purposely
to increase revenue to sustain and expand chapters/clubs as well as services co all alumni. We
implemented Alumni Plus, a membership dues
program, and have negotiated a new credit card
program. J\s a result, each of the past two years,
we have almost doubled our previous year's
financial commitment~ to the association and
alumni services. We will need the support of
alumni through their participation in these t\vo
pro6'!',uns to sustain and hopefully increase revenues. See page 19 for infonnation on how you
c.,,an enroll and help your Alumni Asscx:iation
through our program membership.
3. Advocacy on behalfof the University
has been a clear priority. We were successful in
lobbying for the Board of Regent~ appointment
of William Sulaski, who like our first successful
appointment, Carl Kasten, has truly lived up to
our expectations. Additionally, we sponsored
Government in Action series on campus and
two successful legislative breakfasts in
Springfield (story on page 15) which have
served to strengthen our networks of alums and

officials within state government T o underscore our pride, we upgraded our alumni awards
program and purchased a full page ad highlighting progress of our alma mater.
Correspondence as well as copies of the ad
were sent to key officials and governing boards
as part of a coordinated letter writing campaign
involving our board and members of
chapters/clubs to underscore the critical need
for funding for Higher Education as well as for
Illinois State's new science building. 1 'he
prospects for success look very good at this
time; we will continue to lobby. The reality is,
given the state's strained financial position, the
need for advocacy will remain constant. I
strongly urge active participation in the
Legislative Action Network.
While I am proud of the Association's
accomplishments these past two years, the
measurement that means the most to me personally is the caliber of the people I have come
co know. President Budig said it best "The
wealth of that institution is in the many people
who have made a lifetime commitment to
1llinois Seate University."
When I look back at where we started,
remembering the challenges of change we
faced, including the absence of an Alumni
Director our first year, l am once again reminded of the significant difference quality volunteers and staff can make when they work
together coward common purposes. For clearly,
I have been privileged to work with people
who arc among the best, and I thank them for
their skills, their commitment, their friendship.
Juse as it has been an honor to work witl1
people who share a commitment to Illinois
State, it also has been an honor to serve as your
president. I look forward to renewing relationships during Homecoming weekend of chis
year and the years co come. Until then,
Hats off, rrnly fine alumni board/committee members and staffi
Hats off, deserving alumni awards recipient~and Dr. Prnitt!
Hat~ off, friend and mentor, Gene Budig!
I lATS OFF, RED & WHITE!

the classroom as another obstacle to school
reform. I Je notes the increasing number of children who come from unstable homes where
the family foundation has literally crumbled.
"Every school is always a production system like a firm. Bur every school is simultaneously a family," Baker said, noting that schools
are often the only institution left in a child's life
chat is functioning.
He makes the point to emphasize that
the challenges facing American schools cannot
be fixed solely inside the classroom. Reform
rests in part in the ability of schools to serve as a
vital societal center that reconnects children co
their homes.
The cask is nor an easy one. For as Baker

notes, student~ spend only 12 percent of their
waking hours in schools but arc learners 100
percent of the time.
"We arc holding schools accountable for
what is supposed to be done the other 88 percent" of the child's life, Baker said. "Schools
can do a lot to get better, bur they are not
going to change a society in a way some would
like them to as long as the other 88 percent is
devoted to mindless television and violence in
the streets."

Lois (Rt1demache1) Mills '62, Jl!/.S. '69

Baker believes no quick fix to school reform
au] Baker knows that most Americans view
the need for school reform as another societal ill some educator should be able to cure. As
one such educator searching for solutions to
problems that plague the nation's classrooms,
Baker also knows the issue will not be resolved
as most Americans hope.
Baker believes many are waiting for that
one dramatic moment ofchange to occur. But
after years of research, he is convinced school
reform is not like discovering a cancer treatment
or space exploration.
"We are nor going to fix schools the same
way we went to the moon," he said. "We won't
just come up with the right plan and then just
doit."
The reason no quick fix exists, according
t0 Baker, is because school reform is "complicated, slow, difficult, and frustrating work for
those who really believe strongly in the need for
change and have a vision for prospects for a better school system."
Baker secured his spot in that circle of
believers early in his professional teaching
career that began in Tilinois State University's
Department of Scx:ial Sciences during the
1%0s.
His commitment to invigorating what hap-
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pens in the classroom intensified when he
joined the University's Department of
Educational Administmtion and Foundations in
1985. Baker has devoted his career to the
reform effort, becoming active in the Illinois
1\.lliance for the Coalition of Essential Schools
and the Alliance for Academic Achievement;
conducting more than 45 workshops on
college teaching; and authoring six books and
monographs.
He has spent countless hours in classrooms
across tl1c country, observing what he calls the
wretched problem of "batch processing students." Ir's in chose same classrooms, however,
that Baker has encountered individuals he
describes without hesitation as thoughtful,
intelligent, caring-and lonely.
"Within the school system the real crisis is
lonely relationships of the reacher," Baker said,
pointing to what he calls "pluralistic ignorance.
rJ'here are a lot of good people not connecting
and nor aware of each other's good work."
·1'o correct the problem, Baker constructed a
bridge between those classrooms by helping
to organize the Building Better Schools
Symposium sponsored annually by the College
of Education.
Baker secs decaying relationships outside

,Susan Marquardt '84

Annual meeting of the Illinois Stale University Alumni Association
The annual meeting of the Illinois State University Alumni Association will be held on
September 24 in the Founders Suite of Bone Student Center. All graduates ore invited to
attend this meeting.
Agenda items will include election of members of the Boord of Directors as well as the
election of the officers of the board.

Urice named vice president and provost
- ohn K. Uricc of Oakland University at
JRochester, Michigan, became vice president and provost of Illinois State University
August 15.
Uricc will succeed David Strand, who has
been the University's provost since 1984.
Strand will return to his previous position as
vice president for business and finance.
In announcing
Urice's appointment, Illinois State
President · l'homas
Wallace said, 'The
Cnivcrsicy is very
pleased to have
attracted a person of
John Urice's experience, abilities, and
accomplishments co
this most important
academic leadership
position."
Urice is dean of
the College ofArts
and Sciences and a
tenured professor of
theatre at Oakland, a
comprehensive public university of
13,000 in Rochester,
a Detroit suburb.
Before joining the
Oakland faculty in
1989, lJrice was
John K. Urice
founding dean of the
College ofFine Arts at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana.
He is maried co Penny Britton Kolloff, a
teacher, widely published scholar, and speaker
specializing in gifted education. She holds a
doctorate in educ.-acional psychology from
Purdue University and is director of curriculum
for Cranbrook Schools, a large, independent
(kindergarten- 12th grade) school in Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan.
Prior to joining Ball State in 1984, lJrice
was direccor of both the Master of Business
Administration in the Arcs Program (1978-84)
and the Center for the Arts (1979-84) at the
State University of New York at Binghamton.
He also served one year as acting associate dean
of the university's business school (1982-83).
From 1975 until 1978 he was on the staff of the
Fine Arts Council ofFlorida, the state art~
agency, serving as program coordinator and ultimately as director.
Urice was in the U.S. Army from 1%9
until 1972, including tours of duty in Germany
and Vietnam, where he was awarded the
Bronze Star with Oak Leaf Cluster.
Uricc received his doctorate in 1976 from
Florida State University and ha5 degrees from
New York University and the University of
Miami (Florida). I le has clone extensive consulting for art~ groups and other nonprofit organizations. His clients have included the
National Endowment for the Arts and many
public arcs agencies.
Urice publishes extensively. He has two
recent book chapters: "Rethinking the
A~sumptions, Reassessing the Outcomes" in
Culture and Democracy: Social and Ethical
Issues in Public Support for the Arcs and
Humanities (Wescview Press, 1992); and
"Government Support for the Arts in the
United States, 1990-2015: A Forecast," in The
Future of the Arts: Public Policy and Ans
Research, edited by Pankratz and Morris
(Praeger, I990). The last has been praised by
reviewers for it~ accuracy and prescience.
Other recent work includes the first
national study of the attitudes and behaviors of

arcs organization tnistees, published in the
Journal of Cultural Economics (1990). A recent
update of his work will be published as "Artistic
Expression and Government Support: lcw
Perspectives on Old Issues" in Censorship and
Obscenity in the Arts: Public Attitudes/Legal
Problems 0ohn A O'Connor, editor). The
volume is in final review by the University
Press of Florida.
Urice has been
a frequent contributor to and guest editor for the Journal of
Arts Management,
Law, and Society; he
serves as the journal's
executive cdicor. He
also has published in
The American
Journal of Politic-al
Science, Design for
Arts in Education,
and other scholarly
journals. From 1982
until 1984 he was a
member of the State
Programs Advisory
Panel of the National
Endowment for the
Arts, and from 1986
until 1987 was on the
Services to the Arcs
Panel of the InterArts Program.
Urice is a widely
sought speaker and teacher, annually teaching a
multiclay program on grant writing and fund
raising at Indiana University. He has been a
panelist or grant reviewer for the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the National
Committee-Art~ for the Handicapped, the
Indiana Arts Commission, and other organizations. He has presented papers at dozens of
conferences and symposia, and he gives
speeches and conducts management clinics
throughout the United States. In 1993 he was a
consultant on cultural policy issues to two agencies of the Australian government.

The Daily Vidette
to be microfilmed

1\f

ore than nine dec.-acles of Illinois State
University's student newspaper, The
Daily Vide!!e, will be available soon on microfilm
because of concern by Milner Library officials
that early copies of the newspaper are deteriorating and later copies are being mutilated.
The library staff is concerned that if copies
are not microfilmed soon issues dating back co
1888 could be lost.
"The newspapers we keep here are used
heavily, and they deteriorate rapidly," according
to Beth Schobernd, preservation supervisor.
"We would like co get a permanent extra copy
of all the newspapers."
Cheryl Elzy, assistant university librarian,
said it is important for the library to preserve
The Daily Vidette on microfilm because the
newspaper provides a record of the University's
history.
·I'he library expects the microfilming of all
issues since the first was published in 1888 to
cost about $15,000. A part of the cost was set
aside from the library's regular budget.
Schoberncl said enough funds for the project
to get underway probably will be available
this summer.
'l 'hc first phase, including the filming of
newspapers up to the early 1970s, will be done
by University Microfilms International of Ann
Arbor, Michigan. More recent issues will be
microfilmed when the library raises the money.
The library also is seeking potential buyers
of The Daily Vidette on microfilm. Letters
have been sent to the Illinois state archives,
newspapers, and ocher institutions that may
be interested.
The Daily Vidette first appeared in March
1888 as a monthly newspaper, according to
Harry ' l 'hiel, general manager. The newspaper
grew over the years from two, three, and four
times a week until August 30, 1976, when it
be<.-ame a daily, published five times a week
during the academic year.
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Distinguished professors named
oger Anderson, a prominent scientist in
grassland ecology, and Richard Payne, a
prolific scholar on international relations, have
been elevated co the rank of Distinguished
Professor at Illinois State University.
'I 'heir appointments were approved this
spring by the Board of
Regents. Twenty-four
Illinois State faculty members have been honored as
distinguished professors in
the 12 years since the designation was established.
Anderson and Payne
each will deliver a public
lecture and receive $2,000
in sup1xin of professional
activities during the next
two years. Eligibility for
the honor is based on
national recognition for
scholarly research or other
creative activities, reaching
ability, and public service.
Anderson joined the
Illinois State biological sciRoger Anderson
ences faculty in 1976. He
has served on the faculties
of Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale,
University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and
Central State University in
Oklahoma, and has held
visiting professorships at
the University of
Oklahoma and University
ofMichigan biological
stations.
In the field of plant
and ecosystem ecology,
Anderson is the author or
coauthor of 161 publications, including 83 anicles
in refereed journals. He
Richard Payne
has won 14 external grant~
and contracts and has
delivered 37 invited symposium presentations
and seminars in the United Scates and abroad.
I le was named Illinois Stace's outstanding
researcher in the College of1\rts and Sciences
in 1990-91 and was a College of Ans and
Sciences Lecturer in 1984-85.
Anderson has an extensive record of public
service. Gov. James Thompson appointed him
to two three-year terms on the Illinois Nature
Preserves Commission, a policy group on the
use and management of the state's nature preserves. Anderson is the current chair of the
Fermilab Environmental Advisory Commicrcc.
He has presented more than 130 lectures co

R
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civic organizations on a variety of natural history
topics.
A highly regarded faculty member who
teaches both undergraduate and graduate
courses, Anderson also supervises undergraduate research.
Payne joined Illinois
State's political science
faculty in 1975. He has
served as a visiting scholar
with the Center for
International Affairs at
I larvard University.
He earned his scholarly reputation with four
books in international relations, 20 anicles in national
and international journals,
and two book chapters.
He has presented lectures
and papers at Yale
University, the Third
World Conference, and
other institutions and
groups.
Payne received three
Ford Foundation grants
and a Fulbright
Fellowship. In addition co
his visiting professorship
at Harvard, he was given a
membership in the Joint
Seminar on Political
Development cosponsored by Harvard and
Massachusetts lnstinite of
T echnology, and was
selected as a guest scholar
with the Council on
Foreign Relations in New
York. He was a College of
Arts and Sciences
Lecturer in 1992.
Payne has been a
memberofthe Ford
Foundation's National
Research Council, which
evaluates dissertations and postdoctoral fellowships, and has served on the selection committee for the Illinois Board of Governors' distinguished professor award. He also has served on
numerous Illinois State faculty committees.
:\oced as a teacher for his ability to challenge student~ to cake responsibility for their
learning, Payne also is known for his integration
of research findings inco his learning exercises.

RogerCush111011 '62

Doctoral program for Quad-Cities approved
The Illinois Board of Higher Education has granted Illinois State University approval to offer the Doctor of
Education in educational administration in Black Howk Community College District to serve school administrators from the Quad-Cities area enrolling on a part-time basis.
The Quad-Cities Graduate Study Center on the Augustana College campus in Rock Island identified the
need for the doctoral program, which complements master's and educational specialist programs in educational administration offered by Western Illinois University al the center.
The program is expected lo serve 15 to 25 doctoral students. Stude~ts enrolled in this off-campus program
must meet the same admission and graduation requirements as on-campus students.
Students will use computers and libraries of the Quad-Cities Graduate Study Center and Illinois State.
Instruction will take place at the center's facilities al Augustana College. Illinois State will reallocate $13,500
per year to support the program. No new state resources are needed.
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Governor budgets $29.2 million
for science building
quest of more than 25 years, which was
put into high gear six years ago with the
arrival of President Thomas Wallace, is about to
be achieved.
Governor Jim Edgar has included $29.2
million in construction funds in the state's
1994-95 budget for a state-of-the-an science
building ac Illinois Seate University. When the
113,000-square-foot building opens in 1997
on a site just east ofJulian Hall, the chemistry
and biological sciences depanments finally will
have adequate classroom, research, and laboratory space after years of cramped facilities in
64-ycar-old Felmley Hall. The new building
also will include a greenhouse and electron
rrucroscopy rooms.
Edgar came to the University for the
announcement during a snowstorm in
Febmary. He said the facility "will provide
laboratories for chemistry and biological sciences that will assure students enter the 21st
century with the knowledge and skills they
will need co forge ahead in research and scientific endeavors."
·l 'hc science building is the largest capital
project Edgar recommended in his budget
address. Construction could begin this fall with
completion by the spring of 1997.
In the presence of Wallace, Senacor John
Maitland, Representative William Brady, and
numerous university officials, Edgar said, "By
investing in our education infrastructure we arc

A

investing in the funire ofIllinois. This investment-the largest l'lipical project in our plans
for next year-will yield the dividends of better
educated scudencs, a better university, and a
better future for Illinois."
"This announcement obviously pleases us
greatly," Wallace said. "We are appreciative of
the work of the governor and our local legislators. We are confident that with the continued
and significant suppon of Senator John
Maitland, Representative Bill Brady, and
Representative Dan Rutherford, this project
will shonly become reality. We appreciate the
governor's message and his confidence in the
University to make good use of this facility."
Depanment chairs Michael Kurz ofchemistry and Carleton Phillips of biological sciences
were among the administrators who cheered
the announcement of the new building. "We're
tickled pink," Kurz said. "It's desperately needed." Phillips predicted the building "will put us
in competition with the very best institutions in
the Midwest."
Although constmction costs will be paid
from state dollars, much of the furniture and
specialized equipment needed throughout will
provide opponunities for private, major gifts.
F elmley Hall was constructed in 1930 as
the University science building and was
enlarged in 1964.

RogerC11sh111011 '62

Visiting minority scholars bring
expertise and ideas to campus
very educational insticution strivesthrough diversity-to create enthusiasm
for learning. Illinois State University has discovered a way to do just that with it~Minority
Scholar-In-Rcsidcncc program.
' I'he program, which is in it~ second year,
brings to Illinois Scace for up to a week each
semester minority scholars from across the
country who are recognized by their peers as
expert~ in their fields.
'J'hese scholars engage in discussions and
debates across the campus during their stay;
and-when not in the classrcxim-thcy mingle
with student~in the residence halls where they,
coo, cat and sleep.
"Because we don't have a large number of
minority faculty and student~, the program

E

shows all student~ that there are scholars of all
persuasions and backgrounds," said Dr. v\lilliam
Gurowir;,, vice president and dean of student
affairs.
Visiting scholars have included Donald
Deskins, a University of Michigan professor
and former professional football player; Ponia
Elli<m, a mathematics education specialist from
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst;
and Joe Lewis of the I ,os Angeles (California)
Depanment of Cultural Affairs.
Gurowicz promoted the program initially
and says he is excited to see how it has grown to
become a cooperative venture that pulls rogccher various segment~ of the campus community.
Faculty at the depanmcncal level in the various
colleges identify scholars for the program.

Kennedy, Friedan, McHenry bring world
issues to campus as guest speakers
the many speakers and perfonncrs
A mong
who appeared at Illinois State University
during the spring semester, three stood out
because of their contributions co society and
their national visibility. Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
visited c-ampus in April, Betty Friedan spoke in
l\farch, and Donald F. McHenry lectured in
February.
Kennedy, an environmental activist and
accorney, spoke on "Our Environmental
Destiny." A dynamic and compelling speaker,
he emphasized the challenges chat lie ahead
and offered suggestions for dealing with such
issues as global wanning, the greenhouse effect,
and water pollution.
Friedan, a Central Illinois native and the
universally recognized catalyse for the modern
women's movement, spoke on campus as pare

of Women's History Month activities. She
spoke on the topic "Fram The Femininc
Mystique to The F ouncain of Age" and participated in a panel discussion on the topic
"Thinking Beyond First-Stage Feminism."
McHenry, a 1957 Illinois Scace graduate
who was the U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations from September 1979 until January
1981, spoke at the Global Review lecture
series on the topic "In Pursuit of a New World
Order."
McHenry, who received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from the University in
1980 and the Distinguished Alumni Award in
1990, also met with undergraduate and graduate students in various political science classes
and attended a luncheon with student leaders.

Gamma Phi Circus experiences used by
alum to teach and entertain

W

hen Gamma Phi Circus moved its annual show into Redbird Arena in April it
triggered memories of the
previous 30 years ofcircuses in Horton Field House
and-before chat-in
McConnick Gymnasium.
The unique Gamma
Phi Circus is one of the
most exciting events presented at Illinois Seate
University. For more than
60 years chis collegiate
gymnastic circus has had
an important impact on
the lives of chose who
perfonn.
Although ic is unlikely many Gamma Phi
alumni continue to walk
tightropes, eat fire, or
swing from a trapeze, near- Glenn Oder 'SO
ly all alumni will admit that
the planning, designing, rehearsing, and perfanning gave them a confidence they carried
into lacer life.
The circus also ha5 an effect on audiences,
as countless youngsters have been motivated co
cry gymnastics. Some have even become
Gamma Phi perfonners. For one audience
member in the late 1940s, Glenn Oder '50,
Gamma Phi Circus led him to an avocation.
Mose of the schools at which Oder has caught in
the past 40 years-from Winnebago High
School in Northern Illinois to several schools in
Anaheim, California-have had a gymnastics
circus ala Gamma Phi under his direction.
For tl1c last cwo years, since a stroke curtailed his activities at Anaheim Union High
School, Oder ha5 been serving his community
a5 a clown, visiting sick children at SL Joseph's
Hospital in Anaheim.
"Since the stroke I had co gee into other
activities, so I joined this clown organization
out here," Oder said. ''Two days a month we
put on our costumes and face paint and entertain the boys and girls at SL Joseph's. It was
hard at first, seeing how sick some of those
children are, but knowing that the other downs
and I are bringing them some happiness keeps
me going back."
As a youngster growing up in Danville,
Oder was attracted to the circus, although it was
the traditional kind with animals. In his teens
he joined a group of young magicians. Actor

Dick Van Dyke (a Danville native) also
belonged to that group. When Oder arrived as a
first-year student at Illinois
State he didn't join
Gamma Phi, but he
attended every performance possible and-in
his first job after graduation as football coach at
Winnebago-he started a
gymnastic circus.
"Arley Gillette was
running Gamma Phi then,
and he was nice enough co
give me some advice and
send me some materials
on gcccing the circus started," Oder explained.
"Other Gamma Phi people also helped me out,
since chis was an entirely
new experience for the
people at Winnebago."
Oder moved co Anaheim three years
lacer, introducing the splendor and glory of
gymnastic circuses to several junior high schools
and high schools. He was vice principal at one
high school, but at 4:30 each afternoon the tie
and coat came off and the circus director garb
went on.
"It was very popular at these schools," he
said. "Ac Ball Junior High School there were
900 students in the whole school, and 700 were
in the circus. We did the high \\~re and juggling
and webs, and it was a wonderful show."
Because of the long hours of practice and
the expertise required, some of the schools
could not continue their perfonning groups
after Oder lefL
''There is a girl at Ball Junior High-now
she's in eighth grade-who saw the tightrope
walkers at our show, went home and set up a
shore rope off the ground, and started practicing
the tightrope walk," Oder said. "Today she is
just remarkable walking a tightrope."
Oder read in Alumni 'l'oday about
Gamma Phi Circus moving into Redbird Arena,
a domed facility that more clearly represents the
big-top atmosphere of a circus, and hopes he
can someday see the latest version of this
enduring show.

Insurance fund passes $2 million in support

I

llinois State University passed another milestone this spring in its exciting young partnership with the insurance industry.
A $300,000 pledge from State Farm
Companies Foundation and a $150,000 pledge
from Country Companies pushed Illinois State
over the $2 million mark in financial support
from the insurance industry. The funding will
support the academic program, student scholarships, program enhancements, and the Katie
Insurance School.
The amount of money is significant, and
so is the time in which it was raised-$2 million
in little more than three years. November 12,
1990, is when Illinois Stace President Thomas
Wallace and College of Business Dean Robert
Jefferson met with a group of insurance executives in Chicago to discuss plans for tl1e creation
of the insurance program and the establishment
of the Center for Insurance and Financial
Services.
The program was developed with the help
of key insurance leaders, including Illinois State
alumnus Joseph Nicosia Jr. of Oak Brook, and
chair of the University's Department of
Finance, Insurance, and Law Charles McGuire.
Nicosia is president and chief executive
officer of United Financial Group Inc. of
Illinois, an insurance company specializing in
property-casualty commercial lines. It was
Nicosia who suggested to Wallace chat Illinois
State establish the insurance program.
McGuire worked on developing the academic programs while Andrew Nappi, center

director, took responsibility for the fund raising.
McGuire's efforcs were rewarded when the
Illinois Board of Higher Education authorized
Illinois State co offer major and minor degree
programs in insurance.
The fund-raising success exceeded
Jefferson's fondest dreams. He confesses he
wondered if Illinois Seate could reach the
$300,000 mark when the campaign started.
"We had over a million dollars before the
brochures went out," he said. 'The promotional publication was quickly revised."
In retrospect it's hard to see how Illinois
State could miss with an insurance program.
For one thing, Bloomington-Nonna! is
headquarters for cwo giants in the field-Seate
Fann Insurance Companies and Country
Companies.
Furthem1ore, Nicosia and his father-inlaw, Anthony Cascino Sr. of Oak Brook, are
prominent in the industry.' I 'hey opened doors
for Illinois State at key insurance corporations
with regional and home offices in the population-rich Chicago area.
Nicosia's personal interest in the success of
the project was intensified by family tragedy.
His daughter, Mary Katherine, died of cancer at
2 1/2. Her brief life inspired the Nicosia and
Cascino families to endow the Kacie Insurance
School in her memory.
Those are among the reasons Illinois
State's insurance program has achieved a sturdy
foundation with such astonishing swiftness.

Board approves insurance major

I

llinois State University has received approval
from the Illinois Board of Higher Education
to offer the Bachelor of Science degree with a
major in insurance. The program will be administered by the Department of Finance,
Insurance, and Law in the College ofBusiness
and will replace the insurance sequence in the
finance major.
The degree is pare of the University's
strategic plan to strengthen its programs in
financial and insurance services. ln January
1993 the board approved a university request co
create a Center for Insurance and Financial
Services. Illinois State fanned an Insurance
Advisory Board of Executives to provide advice
and expertise on matters relating co its insurance programs and established the Katie
Insurance School.
The insurance degree program will educate students about insurance institutions and
practices as well as train them in skills needed
in the insurance and financial service~ field.
One of the program goals is to attract
minority students into insurance. Illinois State
has obtained private scholarship support for
minority students and received funding from
the Aema Insurance Company for an insurance
education enrichment program for academically
talented students from the Chicago area.' l'he
University expects about 85 students to enroll
in the program initially, with enrollment
increasing co 150 students by the fifth year.
Illinois State plans to raise $2.6 million
from private sources to fund insurance program
activities such as costs associated with the

Center for Insurance and Financial Services.
The University will allocate $75,000 annually
from this endowment for program supporL In
addition, the University is reallocating $55,800
and plans to request $71,400 in additional
state funds in the third year to fully implement
the program.
Serving on the advisory board are 18 executives representing United Financial Group
Inc., Illinois Insurance Exchange, Coopers &
Lybrand, Loss Pavone & Orel, Allstate
Insurance, Zurich-American Insurance Group,
State Fann Insurance Companies, Country
Companies, Pekin Insurance Companies, John
Deere Insurance, Harco National Insurance,
Kemper National Insurance Companies,
Franklin Life Insurance, KPMG Peat Marwick,
Indiana Insurance, Horace Mann Companies,
and Professional Insurance Agents of Illinois.
The College ofBusiness is nationally
accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business for undergraduate and graduate study in business administration and accounting.

Marc L.elxmitz '72
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Former ca1npus activist Pruitt
receives honorary doctorate

I

llinois State University awarded an honorary
inclined to shrink into the shadows."
Doctor of Humane Letters degree May 14 to
Pruitt subsequently became director of the
George A. Pruitt, a New Jersey college presiHigh Potential Students program when the
dent who left an indelible mark in the struggle
University created the program to attract minorfor racial justice while a student and administraity students with academic promise. Students
tor at Illinois State during the
were evaluated on such
n1rbulent 1%Os.
nontraditional measures as
Pruitt has been presigoalorientation,ego
dent ofThomas Edison State
strength, and organizationCollege at Trenton since
al skill. Morris said Pruitt
1982.
and others invested their
The Exxon Education
time and money heavily to
Foundation Study named
help the students succeed.
Pruitt one of the most effecPruitt left Illinois
rive U.S. college presidents in
State to become dean of
1986. Illinois State awarded
students at Towson State
him an Alumni Achievement
University in Maryland
Award in 1984, and
from 1970 until 1972.
Bridgewater State College of
Between his tenure at
Massachusetts presented him
Towson State and at
•••
Thomas Edison State
an honorary Doctor of Public
Service degree in 1990.
College, Pruitt held vice
A Chicago native, Pruitt
George Pruitt '68, M.S. '70
presidential positions at
graduated from Hirsch High School in 1964.
Morgan State University in Baltimore,
Illinois State awarded him a bachelor's degree
Maryland, from 1972 until 1975; at Tennessee
in biology in 1%8 and a master's degree in
State University in Nashville from 1975 until
guidance and counseling in 1970. He earned
1981; and with the Council for Adult and
a Ph.D. in higher education administration
Experiential Leaming at Columbia, Maryland,
from The Union Institute of Cincinnati, Ohio,
from 1981 until 1982.
in 1974.
James Fisher '56, M.S. '57, president
emeritus of the Council for Advancement and
Pruitt's leadership abilities were evident as
an Illinois State undergraduate in 1%8 when he
Suppon of Education, was a vice president at
Illinois State when he met Pruitt After Fisher
helped the National A~sociation for the
became president at Towson State, he persuadAdvancement of Colored People (NAACP)
chapcer organize marches from the University
ed Pruitt to join him there. Fisher is lavish in his
co Normal City Hall in suppon ofan open
praise of Pruitt's contributions to education.
housing ordinance for the town. The measure
"Always a strict academic disciplinarian,
did not pass, but the protests were important in
Dr. Pruitt has been the perfect leader for nonraising awareness of campus and community
traditional education in the United States,"
racial relations.
Fisher said. "He is celebrated by vinually every
"Activist would be an accurate description
mainstream education organization in the counof him throughout his college career," recalls
try as being one of the outstanding college presCharles Morris, a former Illinois State vice presiidents in the United States."
dent and a current administrator with the
Illinois Board of Regents. "He was a committed
Roger Cushman '62
person and courageous about it He was not
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Amanda Overholt, a health sciences major from Downs and student employee in the Office of Disability Concerns, and Brad Julius,
a communication major from Freeport, use o romp that makes Fell Hall accessible to all students.

$3.9 million awarded for access

I

llinois State University has been awarded
more than $3.9 million by the state for building and site improvements mandated by the
federal Americans with Disabilities Act
According co Richard Runner, assistant
vice president for physical planning and operation, the University's goal is to make its academic buildings accessible to all students, faculty,
staff, and public, and to bring all university facil-

ities into wmpliance with the federal law.
More than 250 campus projects will be
funded by the $3,913,320 awarded to Illinois
State for the first phase of the program.
Architects will be hired to develop plans and
specifications for all renovations and improvements. Construction is expected to begin lace
this summer and continue into winter.

University moves up in Carnegie ranking

T

he Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement ofTeaching moved
Illinois State University up a notch this spring
in its new classification of U.S. colleges and
universities.
Illinois State moved from Doctoral II to
Doctoral I in the widely used classification that
places accredited institutions into 11 categories
based primarily on their academic mission and
program complexity. The classification was last
published in 1987.
New classifications for the nation's 3,389
degree-granting colleges and universities
appeared in the April 6 issue of The Chronicle of
Higfier Education.
171e Chronicle repons that institutions are
classified according to the highest level of
degree they award, the number of degrees conferred by discipline, and, in some cases, the
amount of federal research suppon tl1ey receive
and the selectivity of their admissions.
The categories of Research Universities I
and Research Universities II account for 3.4
percent of the nation's institutions and for five
of the 166 institutions in Illinois, including community colleges and medical centers. Research
I institutions are Nonhwescem University,
University of Chicago, University of Illinois at
Chicago, and University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana. The only Research II university in the state is Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
1 'he next category, Doctoral I, lists Illinois
State with Illinois Institute ofTechnology,
Loyola University ofChicago, and Nonhem
Illinois University. This category includes 1.4
percent of the nation's institutions of higher
learning. With Illinois State moving up from
Doctoral II, the only Illinois university remaining in that category is DePaul University.

The Carnegie classification defines
Doctoral I universities this way: "In addition co
offering a full range of baccalaureate programs,
the mission of these institutions includes a commitment to graduate education through the
doctorate. They award at least 40 doctoral
degrees annually in five or more disciplines."
There are 12 public universities in the
state. The Carnegie foundation classifies them
as follows:
Research I-University of Illinois at Chicago
and University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana
Research II-Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
Doctoral I-Illinois State University and
Nonhcm Illinois University
Doctoral Il-Nonc
Master's (Comprehensive) I-Chicago State
University, Eastern Illinois University,
Governor's State University, Nonheastem
Illinois University, Sangamon State University,
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville,
and Western Illinois University
Remaining classifications: Master's
(Comprehensive) II, Baccalaureate (Liberal
Ans) I, Baccalaureate (Liberal Ans) II, Associate
of Ans, Professional Schools and Specialized
Inscin1tions, and Tribal Colleges.

U.S. News & \Von'dRep01tuses the
Carnegie classification as the basis for its annual
ranking ofAmerica's best colleges. Illinois
Wesleyan University, ranked first among
Midwest regional universities for the past five
years, moved up co the Baccalaureate I classification and will move into the magazine's
national universities category next September.
RogerCushman '62

University receives $2 million for developing
environmental information systems

T

country working on various aspects of systems
he U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
development for the Department of Defense
Research Laboratory in Champaign ha5
project.
awarded Illinois State University a $2 million
Systems development involves analy1,ing
contract to analyze and develop environmenand user requirements, designing or
needs
tal information systems for the Department
modeling
an information system, and programof Defense.
ming the system.
T he three-year contract was awarded to
Applied computer science faculty memIllinois State's Department of Applied
bers Robert Rariden, Barbara Beccue, Dwight
Computer Science through its Office of
Hansen '88, and David Wallace are leading the
lnfonnation Technology, Research, and
University's involve' I 'raining Services (Info
ment
in the project.
·l 'ech). ·I 'he contract calls
Rariden
and Beccue
for (1) creating system
are working on busispecifications; (2) designness process improveing and modeling sysments, and I Jansen is
tems; and (3) impledeveloping migration
menting information
strategies from old co
systems.
new information sysGalen Crow M.S.
tems.
'76,Ph.D. '91, Info T ech
"We're not just
director, said lllinois
providing development
State faculty members
services," Crow said.
and stuclent5 have completed almost $500,000
Galen Crow, Info Tech director, says that applied computer "We are creating new
things, experimenting
science faculty members, staff members, and students are
worth ofcontractual ser"working at the forefront of technology."
with new technologies.
vices for the U.S. Anny
We
are really working
Corps of Engineers durat the forefront of technoloi,,y, particularly with
ing the past seven years. \ 1luch of the work was
infom1ation systems tools and methods."
in the development of a hazardous waste trackCrow said the University is a major player
ing system, known as HAZ'I 'RAK, for the
in this national effort because of the applied
Anny's Constniction Engineering Research
computer science department's emphasis on
I,aboracory. Applied Computer Science faculty
applied work rather than theorctic,al research in
members have been working most recently on
computer technology.
improving functional processes in various envi"We arc teaching students how to apply
ronmental information systems. A5 many as 12
infommion system technology co real-world sitfaculty and staff members and student5 have
uations," he said. "We teach methods with
been employed at one t.ime in the effort
1ow the project has increased sharply in
applications across a wide range, including how
co organize and plan systems as well as how to
scope because of recent Department of
create them."
Defense decisions to organize all defense-related environmental systems under one umbrella
RogerCushmtlll '62
project known as Defense Environmental
Corporate Information ~fanagement.
Illinois State is one of six universities in the

Internships for high school counselors
offered through financial aid office

rr

he Office of Financial Aid has created a
program to familiarize high school counselors with the financial aid application process
as well as the University and the services it
offers students.
More than I00 counselors responded to an
invitation to participate this summer in what is
known as the High School Counselor
Internship Program.
"It sounds like an out5tanding program ...
I commend you for offering an experience like
this to high school counselors. I am very interested," wrote one enthusiastic counselor from
Peoria.
Five counselors were selected to spend
one month working and living on campus during the summer. These counselors will spend
three days a week in the Office of Financial
Aid, learning about the financial aid process

from the college perspective. 'I 'hey will !cam
how the need for financial aid is determined,
how awards are packaged, how financial aid
information is verified, and more. The remaining two days each week will be spent in student
and academic affairs offices observing the functions of each as well as training on specific
issues.
·r hree of the five counselors selected to
participate in the program are Illinois State graduates: Melissa (King) Livingston '84, M.S. '91 of
LeRoy; Nancy (Johnson) Monken '62 of
Lincoln-Way; and Jacqueline (Holton) ·l 'errell
'74, M.S. '84 ofJoliet West. Other participants
are Carolyn lftner of Highland and Doris
Gonzalez of Larkin.'1'he paid internship will be
an annual training event and may include as
many as eight counselors each summer.

Interdenominational Youtti Choir,will celebrate its 25th anniversary

Graduate invited to exhibit
in White House Collection
Sidney Hutter, left, a 1977 lllioois State University art
graduate, was one of 70 American craft artists asked
by President Bill Clinton and first Lady Hillary Clinton
to donate work for a permanent White House collection.The Year of American Craft. Hutter, whose work
has been exhibited internationally and is inpublic
and private collections, worksin cold glass, primarily
plate glass, which he cuts, grinds, polishes, drills, laminates, and sandblasts into sculptural pieces as well as
functional objects such as tables and lamps. AMaster
of Fine Arts graduate of Massachusetts College of Art,
Hutter is the son of Harriett Hutter, emeritus associate
professor of foreign languages, and the lote,Sam
Hutter, professor of psychology.

Alumni services is on the information superhighway!
The Alumni Services Office is pleased to offer alumni another method of communicating with us: E-mail
access through Internet. Alumni may send E-mail messages to the Alumni Services Office at the following
address: isualum@rs6000.cmp.ilstu.edu.
Send us your news, report your address or career changes, and ask your questions. Stay in touch with
Illinois State!

The Official Illinois State
University Alumni Signet Ring
Available in either lOK or 14K gold, in both women's and
men's styles.
Featuring a richly detailed re-creation of the University Seal
crafted in striking bas-relief.
Your name is engraved inside the band in elegant script.
This is a limited time offer, so order soon to reserve your ring.
Convenient interest-free monthly installment plan available.
The women's I0 K gold ring is $250 and the men's !OK is $325 each; the women's 14K
gold ring is $295 each and the men's 14K is $395 each. There is a $7.50 shipping and
handling fee for each ring ordered. On shipments to Minnesota, please add 6.5% state
sales tax. A convenient interest-free payment plan is available with ten equal
monthly payments per watch (shipping, handling and fu ll state sales tax, if applicable, is
added to the first payment).
To order by Visa or MasterCard, please call toll free 1-800-523-0124. All callers
should request Operator 225SX. Calls arc accepted weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(Central Time). To order by mail, write to: Illinois State University Alumni Association,
c/o P.O. Box 46 11 7, Eden Prairie MN 55344-28 17 and include check or money order,
made payable to "Official Illinois State University Signet Ring". Credit card orders can
also be sent by mail - please include full account number and expiration date. Allow 6 to 8
weeks for delivery.

The Illinois Stole University lnterdenominofio1,1ol Youth Choir (IY() will celebrate its 25th anniversary this
year. Reunion activities are to begin in August-and will conclude April 21-23. Former IYC members are encouraged to coll (312) 928-7673 in order to be placed in the membershipfile to receive odditionalJnformation on
reunion and anniversary activities. Questions may be sent to IYCAA, P.O. Box 266, Normal, IL 61761-0266.
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President's Report to the Alumni

Highlights of 1993-94
Summer 1993
• The National Council of University
Research Administrators presented its
Innovative Program Award to Illinois State
University in recognition of the University's
coordination of research activities through
its colleges.
• John Mc-Carthy, educational administration
and foundations, was selected for a
Fulbright award as a lecturer/consultant in
education in T hailand. He has coordinated
his department's Thai project in Bangkok
for the past three years.
• 'f'he University announced that its total
external grant, contract and gift revenues for
fiscal 1993 reached a record $14.2 million, an
increase of$3.8 million or 37 percent more
than the previous fiscal year total. The state
would have to raise its tax support for the
University by 6 percent tO equal the $3.8
million increase produced by the
University's vigorous self-help program.
• Fifteen Illinois State students unearthed
thousands of artifacts from the late prehistoric Native American period and the early
white settlement oflllinois north of
Heyworth in Mel ,ean County this summer.
James Skibo and Charles Orser of the
Oepmcment of Sociology and Anthropology
and the Midwest Archaeological Research
Center directed excavations.

Fall 1993
• T he impact of the disastrous Midwest
floods was felt on campus. CBS Evening
News featured Robert Nelson of the geography-geology faculty during its coverage of
the event President T homas Wallace
announced that students from disaster areas
could extend their tuition payments beyond
established deadlines. Illinois State sn1dcnt
volunteers helped with cleanup cffons in
the tiny Mississippi River town of Niota
during a period of several months.
• Illinois State created a Conferencing Unit to
market the University as a site for conferences and to assist in their management
Stacy Marshall-Kem, director ofthe
Bloomington-Normal Area Convention and
Visitors Bureau since 1984, was named co
head tl1e unit
• Three Illinois Stace agricultural
researchers-Ron Rosati, Richard Steffen,
and Patrick O'Rourke--compleced research
and development on a com processing technology chat could revolutionize the industry.
T he process creates a protein powder so
high in nutritional value it can put beer, soft
drinks, and baked goods on a par with milk
as food.
• T he Vladimir Militia Forces in Russia
awarded a medal to University Police Chief
Ronald Swan for his assistance in the education and training of the Russian police officer corps.
• T he Illinois Academy of Fine Arts presented Academy Awards co Distinguished
Professors Harold Gregor and Joel Myers for
their contributions to the ans in Illinois.
Gregor is noted for his Illinois farm landscape paintings and Myers for his glass an.
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Ceremonies were at the Art Institute of
Chicago.
• President Wallace continued his national
leadership as an advocate oftuition policy
changes in higher education with articles in
Change and Educational Record magazines
and with speaking engagements in New
York City and before 200 western state legislators and higher education policymakers
meeting in Las Vegas. Wallace's plan for
tuition equity and high gift aid is intended
co promote affordability for public higher
cduc.-ation while overcoming the inability
of state governments to provide adequate
tax support.
• Sandra Meets of the Department of
Communication was d1is year's Illinois Scace
recipient of the Burlington Northern
Facuity Achievement Award. The $2,500
award is given for teaching excellence.
• The strength of the University's accounting
program was reaffirmed when May 1993
graduate Kenneth Grapperhaus of Highland
achieved the highest grade in the nation
among 66,000 candidates taking the
Uniform Certified Public Accountant
Examination. The American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants announced
the results in the fall and presented
Grapperhaus the Elijah Watts Sells Gold
Medal for his achievement Illinois State's
accounting program has been rated among
the five best in the nation by the top 25 public accounting firms, according to the CPA
Personnel Report. More than 50 percent of
the Illinois State students taking the CPA
exam for the first time pass, compared to a
national rate of only 20 to 25 percent.
• Laurie Metc.-alf, a graduate of Illinois State's
theater program, won her second Emmy
Award for her performance on the television
program Roseanne.
• Distinguished Professor Emeritus Edward
l\fockford ofbiologic.-al sciences culminated
more than three decades of research with
the publication of his book North American
Psocoptera (Insecta). The book is a complete review of the species of this order of
insects, commonly known as bark lice.
• The state's Capital Development Board
presented the University the Thomas H.
Madigan Award for outstanding renovation
ofFell Hall. The $14 million project included a new center wing and plaza for the 75year old building, which was renovated to
house the Department ofCommunication
and several other campus offices and pr~
grams.
• Illinois State's chemistry program ranked
fifth nationally in the number of bachelor's
degrees certified by the American Chemical
Society and tied for 17th nationally in the
number of master's degrees. The department awards about 40 bachelor's degrees
each year and has ranked in the top 25 ofthe
society's list ofleading degree grantors for
the past 15 years.
• T he National Association oflndustrial
Technology reaccredited the Department
of Industrial Technology for six years, which
is the maximum period of time that accredi-

cation is granted. The accreditation board
cited the strength of the faculty, integration
ofcomputers, and computer support.
• The Illinois Alliance for Aging presented
the Illinois Treasures Award to Charles
Bolen, emeritus dean of the College of Fine
Ans, and to seven other people for improving the quality of life in Illinois. Bolen established the University's Department of
Theater, the Illinois Shakespeare Festival,
and the Illinois Shakespeare Society. After
retiring he established the Senior
Professionals of Illinois State University,
members of which serve as mentors for
university students.
• Illinois State was recognized by two sources
for its learning environment and academic
support for African-American sn1dents. A
new college guide, 1 'he Best 100 Colleges
for African-Americans, lists Illinois State
among me best destinations for black students. In addition, Black Issues in Higher
Education magazine ranked the University
among the top 50 schools in the number of
baccalaureate degrees conferred on Afric.-anAmeric.-an students at predominately white
American colleges and universities.

Winter 1993-94
• The Illinois General Assembly adopted a
resolution commending Illinois State for its
success in increasing Hispanic enrollment,
improving retention of Hispanic students,
and continuously pro,~ding activities and
events in honor of Hispanic heritage. The
University has the highest graduation rate
for Hispanic students among all 12 state
public universities. It~ Hispanic enrollment
has increased by 67 percent since 1988.
• Illinois State's student newspaper, The
Daily Vidette, announced plans for a new
home in the summer of 1994. 'I 'he paper
will move to a building at University and
Locust Streets, and the University will
demolish the frame building near Edwards
Hall that was che Vidette home for 20 years
to expand an electrical substation.
• The American Psychological Association
(APA) reaccredited the predoctoral internship program at the Student Counseling
Center for five years, and the Internacional
A~sociation of Counseling Services reaccredited the center for the same period. APA
generally awards only three-year accreditation, but it awarded Illinois State a longer
term because of the program strength.
• Public radio station WGLT concluded its
most successful on-air fund drive with more
than $21,000 in pledges during a nine-day
campaign.
• WZND, the student-run radio station,
received a national honor for excellence in
radio promotions at the second annual
Marconi College Radio Award in Chicago.
• A $500,000 trust was established in honor of
the late Margaret Means to help students in
the Department of Geography-Geology
prepare for a career in teaching or service.
Miss Means, a 1925 graduate, taught geography at Bloomington High School for 38
years. She died in 1990.

• Illinois State awarded an honorary Doctor of
Science degree to Anthony E. Cascino Sr. of
Oak Brook, chairman of the board of United
Financial Group Inc. of Illinois. He also is
chairman of the Advisory Board of Insurance
Executives, a group of industry leaders from
throughout the state who help guide the
development of the University's Center for
Insurance and Financial Services.
• The College of Business dedicated the
Katie Insurance School, which was
endowed by the families of Anthony E.
Cascino Sr. and Joseph Nicosia to ensure
future insurance students a good education.
'I'he school is named in memory of Mary
Katherine Nicosia, who died of cancer at the
age 2-1/2. Katie's father,Joscph, is an Illinois
State alumnus who is president and chief
executive officer of United Financial Group
of Illinois.
• Art thieves paid Illinois Stace faculty artist
Harold Gregor an unwanted tribute by stealing one of his paintings from a Chicago
gallery. A painting by Pablo PiC'asso also was
taken. Gregor's landscape Early Fall,
I lcyworth is valued at $5,000. The smlen
Picasso, Tete, is valued at$500,000.

• Linda Mchlberg Morris, a 1971 Illinois State
graduate and science teacher in Englewood,
Colorado, received the Presidential Award
for Excellence in Science and :Vlathematics
Teaching.
• F. James Davis, professor emeritus of sociology and author ofWho Is Black?, appeared
on the Oprah Winfrey Show in February to
discuss light-skinned blacks who "pass" and
the social problems involved. I !is book
describing the social and legal definitions of
race in the United States is in its fourth
printing.
• The Chic.-ago Urban League presented
Distinguished Professor G. Alan Hickrod of
educ.-acional administration and foundations
a Beautiful People Award for his work in furthering good race relations in Illinois.
Hickrod has spent his c.-areer fighting for
equity in school finance. He has been president of the Coalition for Educational Rights,
a l,'T0Up that organized the filing of a lawsuit
alleging the state's system of funding education is unconstitutional.
• Illinois State agriculture professor Paul
Walker continues to draw international
media attention for his research on feeding
beefcows a stew of food waste mixed with
waste paper. The five-year study uses about
65 cows, and each consumes 40 to 45
pounds of the waste mash a day- more than
enough to cover the daily con of food waste
from campus cafeterias as well as paper trash
from school offices. The Italian magazine
Colors is among many recent publications
with a feature article on the project
• Ann Malone of the history faculty received
her third award for her book Sweet Chariot:
Slave Family and Household Structure in
Nineteenth-Century Louisiana. The
Southern Association for Women Historians
presented her the 1993 Julia Cherry Spruill
Prize for the best book in southern women's
history. Last summer the book received the

George R. Means geography
scholarships established
n endowment of$500,000 will allow each
A furure
graduating class at Illinois State

General L. Kemper Williams Prize in
Louisiana History from the Louisiana
Historical A~sociation, and the 1993 Annual
Book Award of the Society for Historians of
the Early American Republic.
• Gov. Jim Edgar visited C'llmpus late in
February to announce that $29.2 million in
construction funds will be in the state's
1994-95 budget for a new science laboratory
building at Illinois State. The building will
house chemistry and biological sciences laboratories and is scheduled to open in 1997.
'I'he construction site is the parking lot cast
ofjulian Hall.
• Illinois State established the Will Robinson
Endowed Scholarship in honor of the man
who was the University's basketball coach
from 1970 until 1975. Robinson was the
first black hired as a National Collegiate
Athletic A~sociation (NC.Al\) Division I
head basketball coach. He left Illinois State
to join the >iational Basketball Association's
Detroit Pistons, where he is assistant to the
general manager. Robinson was honored at
halftime of Illinois State's final home game
this season.

Spring 1994
• Illinois State signed an agreement with Sao
Paulo Stare University in Brazil to enable
sn1dents and faculty from both universities
to panicipate in academic and cultural
exchanges for education and research. The
Brazilian school is one of the leading universities in I ,atin Americ'll.
• The Academic Senate approved a pilot period for testing proposed changes in the general educ.'lltion program. Changes have been
under discussion for four years. Faculty
members, students, and administrators will
review the proposed changes throughout
d1e pilot process before the senate votes on
final approval in spring 1997.
• Milner I,ibrary acquired its millionth title
March 24 when Jaroslav Pelikan, Sterling
Professor of History at Yale University, visited Illinois Stace and presented library officials a copy of his book The Idea of the
University- A Reexamination.
• The Ac-adcmy ofCriminal Justice Sciences
presented its Fellow Award to Ralph
Weisheit for his scholarship in criminal justice. \Veisheit has written five books and has
rwo more in preparation.
• Fred Peterson, university librarian since
1982, was named librarian of the year by the
Illinois I,ibrary Association.
• Illinois State junior Tom Costigan of Orland
Park won a national title in extemporaneous
speaking at the National forensic
Association Individual Events
Championship.' I'he University was second
in national team standings for the fourtl1
consecutive year. Earlier in the season the
team won the lllinois Intercollegiate
Forensic Association State Tournament
• Anthony Glueck, a junior physics major
from Monon, became the University's second consecutive Barry Goldwater Scholar.
The first was Eric Breitung, a chemistry
major from Springfield. The scholarship is

awarded to students with outstanding
potential in natural sciences, mathematics,
or engineering.
• Bo Li, an Illinois State senior from China,
was among 69 musicians in the world-and
one of only four from the United Stateswho were accepted for the Internacional
Tchaikovsky Competition in i\iloscow in
June. He is a cellist who studies under Ko
Iwasaki, an Illinois State professor and musician of international reputation.
•, I'he University's soil judging team finished
founh, and the crops team finished sixth at
the National Association of Colleges and
'I'cachers of Agriculture competition in
\.Vilbunon, Oklahoma.
• Men's basketball star Mike VandeGarde of
Bloomington, Minnesota, was a third-team
GTE academic all-Americ-an. He also was
named Illinois State's male athlete of the
year and compiled a 3.59 grade point average in mass communic-acion. Softball outfielder Carmen Hulic of Normal, the female
athlete of the year, had a 3.82 grade point
average in elementary educ-ation.
• Wilben Davis, assistant director of admissions, was one of five Illinoisans recognized
for community involvement by the Illinois
l\fonicipal Human Relations Association.
Davis is on the board of directors of the
\;Vestcm Avenue Community Center and
the Children's Foundation and is active in
Scouting. He is responsible for minority
rccrnicing at Illinois Scace.
• The Society of Professional Archeologists
presented its Distinguished Service Award
co Edward Jelks, professor emcrirus of
anthropology, in recognition of his contributions co the profession. Jelks founded the
Midwestern Archeological Research Center
at Illinois Seate.
• The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation awarded a $40,000 grant to the University to fund
the Unit for Contemporary I,iceracure
(UCL) in a study of the relationship
between commercial and nonprofit literary
publishing in the United Scates. The UCL
is a national center for the literary ans recently established in the Depanment of English.

University co include a George R. Means
Geography Scholar.
The scholarship will provide $5,000 per
annum financial suppon for the srudent for up
to three years. Students receiving the honor will
be selected from among geography undergraduates at Illinois Seate University.
George and Manha Mc-ans of Greenwood,
Indiana, have endowed this scholarship in the
expectation chat it will motivate and encourage
srudent5 of high character to prepare for successful careers.
George R. Means graduated from Illinois
State University in 1930 with a Bachelorof
Educ-ation degree in geography and from Clark
University of Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1932
with a Master of Ans degree in geography. Ac
Illinois Scace, he and two geography professors
founded the national professional fraternity in
geography, Gamma Theta Upsilon, which has
since grown to about 170 chapters.
Means began his career in Bloomington as
a canographer and editor of educational books.
In World War II he served as commander in the
U.S. Navy in the canographic section of the Air
Navigation Division of the Hydrographic
Office. He is a Fellow of the American
Geographical Society. In 1972 the Geographic
Society of Chicago recognized him with its
Distinguished Service Award. From 1935 until
his retirement in 1972, Means served in various
assignments wid1 Rotary Internacional, the lase
19 years as general secretary. In that capacity he
has been a major influence in promoting international understanding and goodwill, for which
he has been recognized by the Legion ofI Ionor
(France), Chilean Order of Merit, Italian Order

George R. Means '30

of Merit, and the Japanese Order of the Rising
Sun, as well a~ numerous honorary degrees.
He has been a member-at-large of the
National Council of Boy Scout5 of America and
a director ofseveral corporations.
The first George R. Means Geography
Scholarship was awarded June 11 to Clifford :VI.
Kinder in a ceremony bringing the donors and
recipient together at Ewing l'vlanor in
Bloomington. Kinder has served as president of
the Alpha Chapter, Gamma' fheta Upsilon; is a
member of the National Council for
Geographic EdtK'lltion and the Illinois
Geographical Society; will be a student teacher
at Normal Community High School in the fall;
and will graduate with a Bachelor of Science
degree in geography in December.

Old Main Society honors major donors

T

he Old Main Society honored the
donors of four major gifo to lllmo1s Seate
University at a June 11 garden party at Ewing
Manor in Bloomington.
The Old Main Society recognizes major
donors of$10,000 and more. The annual Ewing
Manor event is for all who contribute at the
major donor level.
Special recognition was given at chis event
to the following:
•Seate Fann Insurance Companies, which
recently announced a gift of more than $1.5 million to suppon the development of new technological laboratories for students and faculty.
State Fann has given more than $3 million to
Illinois State. From intercollegiate athletics co
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, almost every
depanment, program, and scholarship fund in
the University has been touched by the generosity of State Fann Insurance Companies.
• Barbara Schonen Benway, who has made
a planned gift of$! million to Illinois State
University and the College of Fine Ans.' I'he
endowment will provide assistance for visiting
anist~, field experiences and study abroad pr<r
grams for student5. i\1lrs. Benway graduated
from Illinois State in 1950 with a bachelor's
degree in an and obtained a master's degree
from Nonhem Illinois University. She taught
31 years in the Elmhurst schools and six years in
Downers Grove and is now retired.
•George R. and Manha :\!leans, who have
endowed a geography scholarship through a
planned gift of $500,000 to motivate and
encourage students of high character co prepare
for successful professional careers. Means was
born in Bloomington in 1907, graduated from

Illinois Stace in 1930, and earned a master's
degree from Clark University of Worcester,
Massachusem, in 1932. He was a chaner member of the Alpha Chapter of Gamma' l 'hcta
Upsilon, the national professional fraternity in
geography, and served on the fraternity's first
national executive committee in 1928. He is a
Fellow of the American GeographiL'lll Society.
The Geographic Society of Chicago recognized
him with it~ Distinguished Servic.-c Award.
From 1935 until his retirement in 1972, Means
served in various assignments with Rotary
International, the lase 19 years as general secretary. 'I 'he first George R. Means Geography
Scholarship was presented at the garden parry.
•Anonymous. Although requesting complete anonymity, a l\ lidwest couple has made
provisions for a planned gift valued at more
than$ 1 million. The donor, a 1971 graduate of
the College of Ans and Sciences, and her
spouse have indic·atecl the gift should be used
to suppon the Presidential Scholars program
with a focus on supponing student~ pursuing
teaching degrees.
1
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Event

Date

TIme

Place

Description

Business week event
keynote panel

October 5

3 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Braden Auditorium

Student talent show

October 6

7:30 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Ballroom

Illinois State Men's soccer

October 7

4 p.m.

Redbird Soccer Field

Illinois vs. Tulsa

Window contest judging

October 7

Downtown Normal

Window decorating
contest for students.

Multicultural Center
alumni reception

October 7

6p.m.

After Ours Club
612 North Main Street
Bloomington

Social gathering.
Call 438-8968 for reservations.

Reunion '94

October 7

7-10 p.m.

Call 438-225 1 for more information.

Informal gatherings.
Call 438-2586 for information.

Classes of 1943 and 1944

Holiday Inn

Class of 1954

Jumer's Choteau

Ask for Barbara [Elder] Roady's suite.
Ask for William Cote's suite.

Class of 1969

Bone Student Center

Hors d'oeuvres and cash bar.

Class of 1984

Garcia's Pizza, 603 Dale

Circus Room

Homecoming '94
is for everyone
Homecoming '94-this year the
University is giving you many reasons to come
back to campus October 7-9! For the first time
in several years five classes will celebrate their
reunions during homecoming weekend.
Reunion '94 will honor the Classes of
1943, 1944, 1954, l %9, and 1984 with additional activities. Informal class gatherings on Friday
evening, a reunion luncheon on Saturday, and a
prcgame celebration in the president's tent are
among the highlights of Reunion '94. In addition, the Classes of 1943 and 1944 will celebrate
their HalfCentury Club with special activities
Sunday.
Homecoming is for everyone, not just
members of the reunion classes. Check the
schedule for special activities for your department or college; and don't miss the latest addition to the traditional lineup of homecoming
activities-ArrsFcst '94. This event (previously
called Ewing Ans Festival) will be Saturday and
Sunday on the Quad. Sponsored by the College
of Fine Ans, the event features art exhibits and
sales, demonstrations, performances, children's
activities, and food.
Redbird watchers will have the oppommity to see the women's volleyball team in action
Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 4 p.m. in the
Redbird Invitational Tournament. The football
game against the Southwest .Vlissouri State
Bears will begin at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. There
will be fireworks at the half. Call the athletic
department ticket office at (309) 438-8000 for
football tickets.
The Holiday Inn, north of c-ampus at the
intersection of Interstate 55 and Route 51, will
serve as headquarters for the reunion classes of
1943, 1944, and 1984. The phone number is
(309) 452-8300. Jumer's Chatcau will be headquarters for the classes of 1954 and 1%9. The
hotel is cast ofcampus and may be reached at
(309) 663-2020.
For more information about hotels c-all the
Alumni Services Office at (309) 438-2586.
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Alumni Hospitality Headquarters
hosted by BloomingtonNormal Alumni Chapter

October 7

7-9 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

Illinois State women's
volleyball

October 7

7p.m.

Redbird Arena

Invitational tournament:
Illinois State vs. Hofstra

Pep rally, bonfire, fireworks

October 7

8:30 p.m.

Tri-Towers Field

Theatre department

October 7

8 p.m.

Westhoff Theatre

Residence hall tours

October 8

9- 11 a.m.

All residence halls

Alumni Hospitality Headquarters
Hosted by Health Sciences
and Chicago West Alumni Chapter

October 8

9-11 a.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

Reception for parents
of Illinois State students

October 8

9-11 a.m.

Bone Student Center

Parent Advisory Board welcomes parents
of Illinois State students to homecoming. Stop
by for coffee, donuts, and conversation.

Home Economics alumni
coffee talk

October 8

9:30-11 a.m.

Turner Hall 139

Talk with faculty and students and lour
facilities. Call 438-2517 for reservations.

ArtsFest '94

October 8

10 a.m.-6 p.m. On the Quad

"Celebrating Our Educational
Heritage: The One-Room
School"
·

October 8

10 a.m.-

Eyestone School.
12:30 p.m.

A program on the one-room school followed
by a luncheon sponsored by College of
Education. Call 4 38-5882 for reservations.

Alpha Gamma Delta
alumni brunch

October 8

10:3011 a.m.

Alpha Gamma Delta
House, 407 North School

Brunch at the chapter house. Call
(309) 454-1031 for more information.

Criminal Justice Sciences
"Something's Cooking"

October 8

11 a.m.-

Ash Park East
shelter

Family-style cookout and barbecue. Games
and activities for criminal justice graduates and
their families. Call 438-8729 for reservations.

Alumni Hospitality Headquarters
hosted by Chicago Central
and Chicago Downtown/North
Shore Alumni Chapters and by
College of Arts and Sciences

October 8

11 a.m.-1 p.m. Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Greek reunion

October 8

11 :30 a.m.1:30 p.m.

People's Park

Barbecue luncheon for Greek alumni
sponsored by Student Life and Programs,
and Panhellenic, lnterfraternity, and National
Pan-Hellenic Councils.

Reunion '94 luncheon

October 8

11 :30 a.m.l :30 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Ballroom

Classes of 1943, 1944, 1954, 1969,
and 1984. Call 438-2586 for reservations.

Health sciences alumni picnic

October 8

Noon

Moulton Hall

Free lunch for alumni, families, and faculty.
Call 438-8329 for information.

Sigma Pi alumni reunion

October 8

Noon

Sigma Pi House,
301 North Linden

Barbecue.
Call (309) 452-9973 for information.

Student government
alumni leaders reception

October 8

Noon-2 p.m.

Student Services
Building 130 and 140

Call 438-2151 for reservations.

Alumni Hospitality Headquarters
hosted by Chicago Northwest
Alumni Chapter and Office of
Residential Life

October 8

1- 3 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

Student legal services

October 8

1-2 p.m.

Student Services
Building 120

Open house for former interns and board
members.Call Wendy for reservations at
438-2571.

2 p.m.

The Rover. Call 438-2535 for tickets.

Art exhibits and sales, demonstrations, music,
theater, and dance performances; children's
activities; the sale of various types of food;
and facility lours.

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

Event

Dote

Time

Place

Description

Tau Koppa Epsilon 25th
anniversary banquet

October 8

1 p.m.

Ewing Manor

Lorge event celebrotinT, 25th anniversary.
Coll (708) 968-2693 or reservations.

ASSE student chapter
coffee tent

October 8

1:30-3 p.m.

East of Moulton Holl
on School Street

Coffee tent before and during the parade.

Honors alumni reception

October 8

1:303:30 p.m.

Honors program building

Reception for Honors program alumni.
For information coll 438-2559.

Parade

October 8

2 p.m.

Agriculture barbecue

October 8

lmmedioteJe
ofter para e

Ropp Agricultural
Building

Barbecue and alumni meeting.
Coll 438-5654 for information.

Sigma Pi alumni meeting

October 8

3 p.m.

Sigma Pi House,
301 N . Linden

Alumni meeting.
Call (309) 452-9973 for information.

3-5 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

October 8
Alumni Hospitality
Headquarters hosted by
Springfield Area Alumni Chapter
and ATO Alumni Association

Parade begins at College Avenue and
University Street, heads east on College to
School Street, south on School to North
Street, east on North through downtown
Normal, east on Beaufort Street, north on
Linden Street, west on Mulberry Street to
School Street, north on School, ends at
Locust Street.

Illinois Stole women's
volleyball

October 8

4p.m.

Redbird Arena

Invitational tournament:
Illinois Stole vs. W isconsin-Green Boy.

Industrial Technology
open house

October 8

4-5:30 p.m.

Turner Hall 101

Alumni reception, cookout, and tours of
industrial technology facilities.
Call (309) 438-3661 for information.

"The Artist in You"

October 8

4- 5 p.m.

Centennial East,
Centennial West,
Center for Visual Arts

Explore your artistic side! Do a TV screen
test, make a print, play an instrument, or
sing-sponsored by College of Fine Arts.

Multicultural Center
tailgate party

October 8

4:30-6:30 p.m.

Parking lot behind
Ropp Building

Call 438-8968 for reservations.

Alumni Hospitality
Headquarters hosted
by Student Alumni Council

October 8

5-7 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

President's tent

October 8

5-7 p.m.

East lawn of
Turner Hall

ABC-TV welcome party tent

October 8

Time to be
announced

Location to be announced
(near Hancock Stadium)

Football game

October 8

6:30 p.m.

Hancock Stadium

Redbirds vs. Southwest Missouri State.Call
438-8000 for tickets. Halftime fireworks.

Reunion '94
October 8
Football game alternative at
Alumni Hospitality Headquarters

7-9 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Circus Room

Come and go anytime. Use this as a place
to rendezvous with friends.

Second City National
Touring Company

October 8

8 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Ballroom

Hilarious comedy.

Alpha Tau Omega
homecoming dance

October 8

8 p.m.

Jumer's Choteau

Dance for Alpha Tau Omet alumni and
actives. For information cal
(309) 862-3 119.

Theatre deportment

October 8

8 p.m.

Westhoff Theatre

The Rover. Coll 438-2535 for tickets.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
alumni day pig roost

October 8

After football
game

Sigma Phi Epsilon House
400 West Willow

Pig roast for fraternity alumni and families.
Call Jonas Udcoff at (309) 452-8777 for
information.

Half Centui Club
informal co ee hour

October 9

8:30-10:30 a.m.

Bone Student Center
Old Main Room

Arts Fest '94

October 9

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

On the Quad

Half Century Club
campus tours

October 9

10:30 a.m.

Half Century Club
class photographs

October 9

l 1:30a.m.

Half Century Club
induction luncheon

October 9

Noon-2 p.m.

Bone Student Center
Old Main Room

Men's soccer

October 9

1 p.m.

Redbird Soccer Field

Half Century Club

October 9

2:30 p.m.

Theatre deportment

October 8

3 p.m.

Light dinnerfor Classes of 1943, 1944,
1954, 1969, and 1984.

Art exhibits and sales; demonstrations;
music, theatre, and dance performances;
chilaren's activities; the sale of various types
of food; and facility tours.

Reunion '94 Schedule of Events

Classes of 1943, 1944,
19S4, 1969, and 1984
Coll the Alumni Services Office at (309) 4382586 for additional information or reservations.
Class hosts are still needed for some events.
Friday, October 7
Informal gatherings for each
reunion doss
Classes of 1943 ·
Holidoy Inn (Elston and
· Barbaro Rody's Suite)
and 1944
Jumer's Choteau
Closs of 1954
(William Cote's Suite)
Closs ol 1969
Bone Student Center Circus
Room (7-9 p.m. only)
Ooss of 1984
Gordo's Pizzo ino Pon,
603 Dole Street

7-lOp.m.

·Saturday, October 8
11 :30 o.m.-1 :30 p.m. Reunion luqcheon, Bone
Student Center Bollrooin
2p.m.
Porode
President's tent on eosl
. S-7 p.m.
lawn of Turner Holl
·Football game kickoff
6:30 p:m.·
Alternative-lo-game reception,
7-9 p.m:
Bone Student Center Circus
Room

Theatre deportment ploy

8p.m.

Sunday, October 9-Half Century Club
8:30-10:30 o.m.
10:30 o.m.
11:30 a.m.
Noon-:-2 p.in.

2:30 p.m. '
2:30-6 p.m. .
3pim.

Informal coffee hour, Bone
Student Center Old Main Room
Campus tours
doss photographs
Half Century Club induction
luncheon, Bone Student Center
Old Main Room
Optional tours .
of campus buildings.
Artsfest '94
Theatre deportment ploy

Alumni Hospitality
Headquarters
A special addition to this year's Homecoming is Alumni Hospitality Headquarters.
Located in the Circus Room of Bone Smdent
Center, this event is open co alumni and
friends. It's a great place co use as a meeting
location or co grab a quick snack. Complimentary refreshments (cash bar on Friday evening)
will be provided.
Alumni Hospitality Headquarters will be
hosted by representatives ofvarious organizations according to the following schedule.

Friday
7-9 p.m.

Saturday
Illinois State vs. Southwest M issouri State
Optional tours of Williams and Fell Halls.

Westhoff Theatre

Bloomington-Normal Alumni Chapter
Reunion '94/ Closs ol 1969

The Rover. Call 438-2535 for tickets.

9-11 a.m. Health Sciences Alumni Organization
Chicogo West Alumni Chapter
II o.m.- Chicago Central Alumni Chapter
1 p.m.
Chicago Downtown/ North
Shore Alumni Chapter
College of Arts and Sciences
l-3p.m. Chicago Northwest Alumni Chapter
Office of Residential Lile
3-5 p.m. Springfield Area Alumni Chapter
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni Association
5-7 p.m. Student Alumni Council
7-9 p.m. Reunion '94 game alternative
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Basketball coaches pleased with signees
In the inexact science known as recruiting,
a team's needs don't always march squarely
with the talents of those players who actually
sign the letters of intent. And when they don't,
smiles arc few in the coaches' offices.
Well, Kevin Stallings and Jill Hutchison
are smiling, bec11usc they believe they got what
they wanted.
"We feel very good
about this group of signccs,"
said Stallings. "We have
helped ourselves in a number
of specific areas, and we have
done so with a group that also
represent~ sound athletic ability. Our staff is excited."
'l 'hc list includes a combination big guard/small forward, a burly front-liner, an
athletic inside/outside player,
a rapidly developing big man,
a long-range shooter, and a
sleek forward. In name they
are Kevin Lunceford, Kenny
Kevin Stallings
Wright, Dan ?vlullcr, l\ilarcus
franklin, .\llaurice 'I 'rotter,
and Kenneth Pierson.
'l 'hosc six join Jamar
Smiley, a 5-foot-11 point
guard who signed with the
Redbirds last fall then led
his high school ream to the
Class B state championship
in New York.
For the Lady Redbirds
Hutchison had a shopping list
two post players, a point
guard, and an impact perimeter player. She checked out
with everything on the list.
"I low well they perform,
quite frankly, we never know
Jill Hutchison
until they get our on the floor
lwith our ream)," said I lutchison. "But in
terms ofskill, talent, and positions, we got
exactly what we needed."
Hutchison's spring recruits are point guard
Kristin Valdez from Boulder, Colorado, and
post player Valarie' l 'rame (pronounced
'I'RAH-me) from House Springs, Missouri.
'1'hey join versatile perimeter player

Corinne Vossel and low-post standout Rita
Harper, who signed in November.

Men's recruits

rlacus F ~ 6-foot-7, forwCl'd
Hutchison Community College,
Hutchison, Kansas
Venice High School, Venice,
Illinois
Top fact Averaged eight
points and five rebounds for
NJCAA national champions,
playing behind two JUCO
All-Americans.
Stallings says: "Marcus
impresses me with his
rebound and athletic ability,
but he's probably just scratching the surface ofwhat he can
be as a player."

Kevil l.lllceford, 6-foot-4,
,-d/forwCl'd
Norchcastem Oklahoma A. &
M. Community College
Miami, Oklahoma
Linden-McKinley High
School
Columbus, Ohio
Top fact: Leading scorer
(14.8 point~ per game) for
JUCO team, which was
ranked No.I in NJCAA for
nearly half the season.
Stallings says: "Kevin is a
very gifted offensive player
who is effective inside and
outside. An excellent threepoint shooter, he also is very
good at taking the ball to the
basket."

DIii Ml6!r, 6-foot-6, forwCl'd
Central Catholic High School
Lafayette, Indiana
Top fact: No. 2 all-time career scorer and fouryear scarcer who averaged 23.9 point~ and 11.1
rebounds as a senior.
Stallings says: "Dan excels academically and
athletically as evidenced by the fact that he was
accepted at Stanford. I le is a very unselfish basketball player with deceptively good skills."

Varsity "I" Club Report
Talk about your quick turnarounds! Just days aher the first mailing went out for the
new Varsity "I" Club Redbird letter-winners were responding.
Enthusiasm is running high for a Varsity "I" Club day on a home football Saturday this
fall. Aspecial ticket price will be mode available, and a toilgate party will highlight the day.
Basketball season ticket holders who join the Varsity "I" Club receive on extra five (5)
priority points toward their seating priority.
Remember, your participation as a student-athlete was important to the success of
Illinois State athletics past; your involvement inVarsity "I" Club is vital to its success in the
future.
To join Varsity "I" Club contact a committee member or TimLeonard at
(309) 438-3803.
Members of the 1994 Varsity "I" Club Committee are Brod Barker (golf '70s); Tracy
Djerf (golf '80s); Rob Glover (frock '70s); Emilee Grupp (swimming '80s); Beth Landes
Ehresman (basketboll '80s); Chuck Hoscheidt (boseball '80s); Rickie Johnson (basketball
'80s); Porker Lawlis (football and bosketball '50s}; Rollie Mercer (football '60s); Julie
(Mueller) Poska (volleyboll '80s); LuAnn Robinson {basketball '90s); Gerry Sytor {football
and bosketboll '60s); and Matt Tophorn {basketball '80s). _

Kemeth Pierson 6-foot-7. forwml
Oak Ridge I ligh School
Conroe, Texas
Top Fact Averaged 14 points and 11 rebounds
playing in' l 'exas' second-largest high school
classification, and has also recorded a seven-foot
high jump in track and field.
Stallings says: "Kenneth is a very gifted
player, who will only get better. He has very
good hands and a tremendous wing span.
ln fact, his reach is probably more equivalent
to someone who stands 6-10. He will be an
exciting player.

Mcuice Trotter, 6-foot-4, ,ad
Highland Community College
I Iighland, Kansas
Lawrence I Iigh School, Lawrence, Kansas
Top fact: Averaged 21.7 points and 5.2
rebounds at Highland, and scored 39 points (7
for 7 on tlucc point baskets) against Moberly
(.\llissouri) Community College.
Stallings says: "Maurice is a nice combination of
outstanding perimeter sh<x>ting and athletic
ability. I am obviously familiar with Maurice,
even back to his junior high days. He will help
our program."

Ketll'f Wn;it, 6-foot-5, forwCl'd
Indian Hills Community College
Ottumwa, Iowa
Norch Central High School
Indianapolis, Indiana
·
Top face:' l 'op rebounder on JUCO team with
7.5 per game, and scored 15.9 per game last year
after transferring from tvliami of Ohio.
Stallings says: "Kenny is one of those guys
who has a big [)(xly and combines that body
with atl1letic ability and ball skills, but the
thing I liked best about his game was his ability
to pass."

November signee

btu Smley, 5-foot-11, ,ad
Lutheran I Iigh School, Br<x>kville, New York

Women's recruits
Krism Vmdez, 5-foot-7, ,ad
Centaurus I Iigh School, I ,afayette, Colorado
Top fact: The Boulder native was Colorado 5A
player of the year and a first-team (five players
only) all-stater.
Hutchison says: "Kristin c--,1me on like gangbusters this year, and that's a tribute to her
coach, Gail Hook, and to her. She's a gym rat
who is unselfish but looks to contribute at both
ends of the floor."

Heacock likes
what he sees
Late in tl1e afternoon on April 23 the dust
had settled on another spring football session for
lllinois State University. Redbirds head coach
Jim Heacock surveyed the playing field, the
film room, and tl1e training room.
Everywhere he looked, the answer was
the same-this had been a good spring for
Illinois State.
"Our team picked up new schemes on
both sides of the ball, has a good attitude, and is
healthy," I lcacock said. "We can't ask for much
more than that."
'Che annual spring game, which featured
...,
celebrity coachcs-vVJBC radio sports director
Dick Luedke for the Red and ' l 'hc Panragraph
sports editor Bryan Bl<xxhvorch for the Whitewent to the Reds 27-18. T he rosters forthc
teams, thanks to a draft held by the coaching
staff, were fairly even.
But the score of the game mattered little to
Heacock.
"We found our we have some depth, and
that's a very good feeling," 1-Icaeock said. "We
don't want to lose anyone to injury, but we
know injuries are a reality of this sport. In the
past, injuries have been devastating at times.
I'm not sure that would be the case now.
"On top of that, we have very keen competition at several positions. It's an old cliche,
but it is true that competition makes every player better."
Familiar names contributed as expected in
the spring game. For example, quarcerback
Danny Bamett completed five of six passes,
including one for a 22-yard touchdown, and
running back Cameron Smith carried 11 times
for 50 yards.
But the newcomers served some notice
too. Armandos Fisher, a transfer defensive end
from the University of l 'enncsscc, had two
sacks, and redshirc frosh defensive back Percy
Scott picked up a game-high nine tackles.
'"I'hat's what I mean by the depth," said
I leacock. "When the new players, particularly
the young ones, stare impacting your team, it
steps the whole thing up a notch. And that
includes the level of enthusiasm."
The team won't be together again now
until next August when preseason drills begin.
The Redbirds will need quality preparation in
the late summer too, to geeready for a schedule
that includes three teams that were in last year's
I-M playoffs.
' l'ickets arc available at the athletic ticket
office in Redbird Arena. Call (309) 438-8(Xl0 for
a brochure or to place an order.

Vdclie Tl'Cllle, 6-foot-O, forwCl'd
Northwest High Schm>I, House Springs,
Missouri

Football schedule
September 3

at McNeese State

7 p.m.

September 10 WASHBURN

6:30 p.m.

September 17 at Western Illinois

1:30 p.m.

September 24 at Indiana State

6 p.m.

October 1

CENTRALFLORIDA

1:30 p.m.

October 8*

SOUTHWESTMISSOURI STATE 6:30 p.m.

October 15

at Buffalo

6 p.m.

Corirle Vossel, 5-foot-10, forwCl'd

October 22

al Northern Iowa

6:30 p.m.

Hersey High School, Arlington I Iciglm, Illinois

October 29**

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

1:30 p.m.

Rita Hmper, 6-foot-O, center

November 5

EASTERN ILLINOIS

1:30 p.m.

West High School, Gary, Indiana

November 12 at Middle Tennessee State

'I 'op fact: Academic all-stare choice who led her
ream to a 71-18 record for her sophomore,
junior, and senior seasons.
I lutchison says: "She has a chance to help us
right away, and we think she has great potential
to get better and better."

November signees

1:30 p.m.

All times are Central Standard Time and subject to change.
*Homecoming
**Family Day
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Athletic study center needs elbow room
A 1,400 percent growth in
usage over the past four years has
the Illinois State University
athletic study center almost ready
to burst at the seams.
In fall 1990 the study center
catered to just 311 student-athlete
contacts--a "contac1:" meaning
use by a student-athlete for at least
one hour. By fall 1993 use ofthe
study center had grown to 4,425
student-athlete contacts.
Donna Taylor, assistant athletic director for academics and
compliance, explained the explosive growth.
"I believe there is a direct
correlation between the use of the
j :":·1
study center and an increase in
Redbird
football
players
Kevin
Maier,
seated,
and
Willie
Ross utilize ocomputer
GPAs (grade point averages], espestation
in
the
Redbird
athletics
study
center.
Increased
student
use has stretched
cially in those students who move
facilities to their limit.
from below 2.0 to the mid-2.0
range," said Taylor.
Despite the crowding, the study center
Jane Fulton manages the study center
continues to offer quality support services,
located in a house on Normal Avenue just north
including the facility it5elf and assistance; but
of the Bone Student Center parking lots.
studcnt-ad1letes still have the pressure of getFulton loves the traffic, but she is concerned
ting the job done.
about the overcrowded center's ability to serve
student-athletes.
"Jane and Doug [Kimball, assistant director] help me brainstorm ideas when I work on
"The house was sufficient in the initial
stages ofthe study center's development,"
topic-s for papers or projects, but I always have
to produce the final product," said softball
said Fulton. "However, with the tremendous
player Nicole Rule.
increase in usage the house is no longer adeBut Fulton knows the center has space
quate."
and staff shortages.
Student-athletes have to deal with the
"To continue to adequately service the
space problem.
student-athletes, we need to expand the study
"171e study center is crowded," said volcenter's space and staff; obtain more computers,
leyball player Juli Schmidt "Sometimes it isn't
and have more tutors available for studentthe best study environment, because there isn't
athletes," she said.
enough space."
Football player Cledus Young agreed.
Brandi Peck,
"If there was one thing I would change [at
Ru/birdsoftballplayerand
the study center], it would be the size," said
frequmt study centerpatron
Young. "I would make it bigger."

Better late than ...
In a strange twist, Illinois State won the
1993 Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) men's
cross country championship seven months after
the race was run.
Southern Illinois University won the race
at Ankeny, Iowa, October 30, but it was learned
later the Salukis used an ineligible runner.
When that runner was disqualified, Illinois
State jumped all the way from third to first
It marked the seventh MVC tide in 13
years ofleague membership for coach John
Coughlan's men's cross country program.

Aloha, Redbirds!
Illinois State's men's basketball team will
participate in the Big Island Invitational at Hilo,
Hawaii, November 24-27. Other teams in the
tournament include Iowa State, Purdue, New
Orleans, Niagara, Virginia Commonwealth,
Northern Iowa, and Hawaii-Hilo.
A travel package has been arranged for
fans wishing to accompany the team. Moose
Tours of Rancho Mirage, California, has a
$1,195 rate, including airfare, four nights of
accommodations, airport hotel transfers, and
game tickets.
For more information contact Moose
Tours at (619) 770-3822.

Student-athletes honored

Mike VondeGarde

In the 1993-94 school year only two Illinois institutions of higher
education managed lo put a student-athlete on both the men's and
women's GTE-CoSIDA {College Sports Information Directors of America)
All-District Vacademic basketball teams. District Vincludes four stales
and two Canadian provinces.
One of those inslilulions was Northwestern University. The other
was Illinois Stale.
Bloomington, Minnesota, native Mike VandeGarde was named lo
the men's squad, and Fairbury, Illinois, junior Melanie Ward was
named to the women's team.
VandeGarde, who became only the third basketball player in the
history of the Missouri Valley Conference to earn oil-league academic
honors four limes, was later named to the GTE-CoSI DA All-America
squad as a third-team member. That honor placed VondeGarde among
the lop 15 basketball scholars in National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division I.

Melanie Ward

Hot month takes baseball to NCAA tourney
A May 1 home loss to Southern Illinois
Trailing 3-0 in the title game, the Illinois
University dropped Illinois State University's
State bats exploded in the second inning as
record to 18-24 overall and 3-10 in the Missouri
home runs by Mark Aguilar, Andy Schofield,
Valley Conference (lvlVC). The 10-3 setback in
and Matt Gainer highlighted a nine-run frame.
the first game of a doubleheader marked the
The onslaught continued as the Redbirds
Redbirds' fourth straight loss and 12th in the 18
pounded away at the seven Brave hurlers for 18
previous games.
nms on 22 hits. The 18-10 win gave the
At that point Redbird head coach Jeff
Redbirds their first National Collegiate Athletic
Stewart decided it was time
Association (NCAA) tourto take a stand.
nament appearance since
"We told our team
1976 and also marked the
between games that they
first time a No. 6 seed won
were like cornered dogs,"
the MVC title.
said Stewart. "If they
Gainer, named the
weren't going to come out
t0umcy's most outstanding
fighting their butts off, they
player, hit .625 (15 for 24)
shouldn't come out at all."
for the week with 12 runs
The Redbirds got the
batted in. His slugging permessage, using a two-run
centage for the five games
ninth-inning comeback co
was 1.000.
down the Salukis 4-3 in the
Illinois State entered
nightcap, the first of six
the . CM Midwest I
straight wins for the
Regional in Stillwater,
Redbirds. In fact, Illinois
Oklahoma, again as a No. 6
State would take eight of its
seed, but the magic wasn't
last 10, securing the sixth,
there as a season-high 11
and final, seed in the l'v!VC
walks let host Oklahoma
roumament
State cruise past the
T he Redbirds' firstRedbirds 8-2. A seasonJunior outfielder Mott Gainer, who hit .625 in the
round tourney opponent
high six errors doomed
Missouri Valley Conference tournament, was
was nationally ranked
honored as the most outstanding player. Finishing Illinois State the next
the season at .377, the Chicago native led the
Wichita State, the regularmorning as Northwestern
Redbirds in virtually every offensive category this (Louisiana) State ended
season champion and top
season.
seed playing at home. After
the Redbirds' season with
spotting the Shockers a 4-2
an8-2win.
lead, the Redbirds rallied for four runs in the
"Had we come out and been beaten by
final three innings to stun WSU 6-5.
teams that were superior in talent and played
Creighton hung a 14-2 drubbing on Illinois
tremendous baseball, we would walk out of
State the next evening, putting the Redbird
here thinking, 'Hey, it was a great experience
backs to the wall again. But a speech from
and we did a good job,"' Stewart said after the
Stewart wasn't needed this time as the
elimination. "But we struggled because we
Redbirds responded on day three in Wichita,
couldn't throw strikes, and we couldn't pick it
taking games from Southern Illinois and
up and throw it across the field. It is certainly a
Bradley to earn a spot in the championship
motivator for next season."
game. Bradley would eliminate Wichita State
the next afternoon, making the Valley finale
stricdy an Illinois affair.
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Chapter News
BLOOMINGTON-NORMAL
• Approximately 40 Bloomington-Normal
alumni and friends braved -20 degree weather in
January to cheer the Redbirds in men's basketball
against Indiana Seate University. A pregame
reception in a private area of Redbird Arena gave
chapter members an exclusive chance to hear
from assistant coach JcffWulbrun before the
Redbirds took to the floor.
• One of the chapter's most successful
evenrs ever occurred Saturday evening, April 30,
when the chapter hosted "An Evening of Fine
Ans at Illinois Seate." Alumni, friends, and faculty
and staff members numbering 110 gathered in
L niversity Galleries for desscns, goum1ct coffee,
and the annual student art exhibit At 8 p.m. the
group attended a rollicking Illinois Seate theatre
production of You Can't T(lke Ir With You.
• Upcoming events include a summer campus beautification project and the chapter's traditional Friday evening homecoming gathering at
the alumni hospitality headquarters in the Circus
Room of Bone Student Center. For more details
contact programming and events chairperson
Denise Raymer '92 at (309) 454-2158.
• Congratulations to Denise Raymer '92,
who joins the chapter board diis year along with
fellow alumni Kim Matthews '89 and Ann
Burnett :VI.S. '93.

CHICAGO DOWNTOWN/NORTH SHORE
ALUMNI CHAPTER
• Pizza, beverages, music, and friends from
Illinois Seate-a perfect way co enjoy watching the
University's men's basketball team cake on
Southern Illinois University in a nationally televised game. ' f'hat's just what several Chic-ago
Downtown;':\'orth Shore Alumni Chapter members did February 27 at one of Chicago's favorite
sport5 bars,' I'he Hangge Uppc. About 25 alumni
gathered co watch chc game and to reminisce
about the good old days at Lllinois Scace.
Unfortunately, Hlinois State lost the game, but
everyone enjoyed the event and appreciated the
opportunity to cheer die Redbirds with fellow
Illinois State supporters.
• Noc all of this year's spring brc"llk parties
took place on Daytona Beach or South Padre
Island. On March 16 nearly 100 Illinois Seate
alumni and seniors celebrated spring break at The
Hangge Lippe in Chicago. Chicago area alumni
had an oppommity to meet and talk with soon-tobe alumni, and door prizes were given out to a few
lucky winners. 'f'he event was donated by Jerry
Messner '82, who works for T he Lodge Management Group, owner of The Hangge Uppe.

lnter~sted iri'helping
start a chap,er?
(OIJlad

Phoenix Area
DeborahColoma '83 (~02) 99H 072
Los Angeles ~rea
' Denny Sevier '75 (310)394-1499
SimFranciscoArea
Terry Stickelmaler )80 (707) 578'.]t00
Washington, D.C., Area
Edward Logsdon '86, M.S. '88 (202) 512-3575
We are alsolooking for alumni interestedin
·chapter leadershipopportunities in Joliet, Peoria,
Kankakee, or LaSalle/ Peru in Illinois, If youore
interested please contact AlumniServices Offite,
ot (800) 366-4478.
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• On June 5 alumni gave their time and
effort to help answer phones and take pledges for
the Children's Miracle l\"etwork Telethon.
• Chapter alumni served as volunteer court
monitors for the annual "Shoot the Bull" thrcc-onthree basketball cla-;sic in July. Proceeds from the
tournament benefit che Illinois Special Olympics.
• Upcoming events include an evening at
Ravinia Festival August 13, enjoying the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra; a roof-top Cubs game with
a spectacular view of Wrigley Field and Chicagostyle hot dogs August 28; and die Chicago
Downtown/North Shore Alumni Chapter annual
meeting September 8. All are welcome to
attend and provide input on upcoming chapter
activities. For more details contact programming
and events chairperson Chris Wisniewski '92 at
(312) 871-3917.

CHICAGO CENTRAL ALUMNI CHAPTER

WASHINGTON, D.C., AREA

• On April 23 alumni pooled their volleyball
talents to raise money for the American Cancer
Society in a volleyball fund-raising tournamenttime well spent for a good cause.
• On June 4 alumni and their families and
friends toured the Frank Lloyd Wright home and
studio in Oak Park.
• On June 18 alumni joined Alpha T au
Omega alumni to cheer the White Sox as they
battled the California Angels.
• Upcoming events include a gathering on
August 20 of Chic-ago Central and Northwest
alumni with Alpha' l 'au Omega alumni for an
afternoon of fun in die sun and live music at
Blarney Island in Antioch. For more details
contact chapter president Kathy Embry '84 at
(708) 749-8449.

• In mid-Mav Julie Goodlick '81, :vJ.S. '85,
assistant director ofalumni services, met with
alumni in the Washington, D.C., area who are
interested in forming a chapter for che district and
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia.
If you live in the Washington, O.C., area and
have not yet been contacted about the new chapter, please contact us. This is a terrific way to network with other transplanted midwestemers.
Interested alumni may call Julie in Alumni
Services or local chapter organizer Ed Logsdon
'86, M.S. '88 at (202) 512-3575.

GREATER PHILADELPHIA AREA
ALUMNI CHAPTER

CHICAGO WEST ALUMNI CHAPTER
• Upcoming events include a dinner theatre
event October 22. Show and time will be
announced. For more details c'O ntact programming and events chairperson Carol Wojcik '83 at
(708) 216-6380.

• ' I'he Philadelphia chapeer's annual meeting and event in May included a journey through
the heart of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania's
Anlish country, on the Scrasburg Rail Road,
J\merids oldest short-line railroad.
• A chapter tradition included cheering the
hometown Phillies against die Dodgers on a firework.-; night July 15. T his year's cailgace parry was
complete with honcst-to-g<xxlncss Avanti's bread
for sandwiches, shipped from :\onnal-a real
caste of Illinois State!
• For details on upcoming events
contact chapter president Bruce Boettner '74 ac
(302) 239-5448. We welcome new board members
Mike Korengel '73 and Bonnie (Walker) Korcngel
M.S. '74, and Marty Drinan :Vl.S. '93.

PHOENIX ALUMNI CHAPTER
• T he chapter's founding members have
been meeting on a regular basis this spring to prepare Phoenix to be die newest chartered Illinois
State University alumni chapter. At press-time a
list of events and activities for 1994-95 was
being prepared. Watch your mail for details! To
join chapter activities contact Deb Coloma '83 ac
(602) 992-7072.

SPRINGFIELD AREA ALUMNI CHAPTER
CHICAGO NORTHWEST ALUMNI CHAPTER
• On February 3 about 25 Chicago
Northwest Alumni Chapter members gathered
for a night of laughs ac Zanies Comedy Club in
Mount Prospect Bone-chilling cempemtures
were soon forgotten as the funny bones were
tickled inside.
• On June 18, Chicago Northwest and
Central alumni gathered with alumni from Alpha
T au Omega fmtemity to cheer the White Sox as
they battled the California Angels.
• Upcoming events include a gathering on
August 20 of Chicago Northwest and Central
alumni with Alpha T au Omega alumni for an
afternoon of fun in die sun and live music at
Blarney Island in Antioch. For more details contact programming and cvcnt5 chairperson Jodi
Cohen '90 at (708) 808-8049.
• On September 10 alumni will help paint a
family's house as participants in Community
Paine-A: l'hon, a volunteer effort sponsored and
coordinated by a group of northwest suburban
social service agencies. For more details contact
community service chairperson Kelli Heller '86 at
(708) 564-6935.
• On November 3 a trip to Medieval Times,
a Schaumburg theme restaurant, is planned. For
more details contact programming and events
chairperson Jodi Cohen '90 ac (708) 808-8049.

• On St Patrick's Day the Springfield chapter members were hoses at The Atrium, one of
Springfield's most popular nighc spots, to area
alumni and a few graduating seniors in honor of
spring break.
• 'l 'he chapter was pleased to cosponsor
with the Illinois State Alumni Association the
University's second annual alumni legislative
breakfast April 27.
• June 6 was the chapter's third annual golf
outing, cosponsored with Illinois State Athletics.
More than 100 Springfield area alumni and friends
enjoyed a day on the links at Panther Creek
Country Club, followed by dinner and a few
words from University President Thoma-;
Wallace. Special thanks to Bank One and Central
Illinois Light Co. for their title sponsorships and to
all the alumni who worked to make this special
day happen in support of Redbird athletics.
• Upcoming events include a family outing,
tentatively planned for early fall. A major event
will take place in early December when the
Springfield chapter hoses its first semifonnal holiday gala to raise funds for a scholarship to send a
Springfield area student to Illinois Scace.
This will be die event of the year, so plan
to be there! For fu rther information or to help
with the holiday gala contact programming and
events chairperson Carol (Bronsceader) Votsmier
'85 at (217) 585-3422 or chapter vice president
Dave McGinnis '90 at (217) 528-2630. We need
your help.

For information about on
alumni chapter near you
Contact

Bloomington-Normal
Sue (Recd) Denzer '76, Presidcnc
(309) 828-8106
Lynn (Gray) Kearney '74
Membership Chairperson (309) 454-1801

Chicago Downtown/ North Shore
:Vlolly Scott '93
Membership Chair
(312) 404-8478

Chicago West
Miron Maramc '85, Downers Grove, Presidem
(708) 852-2318
Anne E. Fchring '91, Addison, i'vlcmbership
Chairperson (708) 530-4482

Chicago Northwest
Bill Gardner '77, Des Plaines, President
(708) 297-0482
Jana Whitman '90, Arlington Height5,
:Vlembership Chairperson (708) 290-8659

Chicago South/ Joliet Area
Reggie Summerrise '86, Somh l lolland
(708) 339-6251

Dallas/Fort Worth
Chuck I Jansen '75, Presidem
(817) 545-4828

Houston
Alan Lindsay '79, President
(713) 370-1264

Indianapolis
Fred Kaufman '69, M.S. '73, President
(317) 846-3585

Greater Phnadelphia Area
Bmce Boettner '74, President
(609) 663-6658

Springfield Area
Kathy Workman '76, President
(217) 787-5424
Niki (Gaydosh) Graham '91
Membership Chairperson
(217) 243-3168

Greater St. Louis Metro
Dennis Dockins '82, President
(314)%3-1602

Alumni honorees represent range of talent
The Outstanding Young Alumni, Alumni
to alumni or friends of the Uni,·ersity in recogAchievement, Outstanding Service, and
nition of outstanding service to the Illinois State
Outstanding Teaching Awards were presented
University Alumni Association, to some other
at the annual awards program in April.
segment of the University, or to mankind
The Outstanding Young Alumni Award
through volunteer efforrs to a community, state,
recognizes alumni 40 years old or younger for
country, or social cause. Recipients were:
their contributions to society, d1eir profession, or
• YJean (Staples) Chambers ('43, speech
the University. Recipients were:
education), professor emerita of communica• Suzy Bogguss ('79,
tion, Purdue University
art), country music recordCalumet. Residence:
Gary, Indiana.
ing artist, songwriter, producer and publisher.
• Elaine (Ingram)
Residence: Nashville,
Huggins ('39, home eco1 'ennessee.
nomics and art educa• Patti (Sarles)
tion), retired professor of
Manuel ('78, business
education, Bowie State
administration), president
University, Maryland.
of business marketing for
Residence: Palm Bay,
Andy and Ginny Nappi, /eh, join Joe Loss '73 and his
Florida.
Sprint Corp. Residence:
wife Heather al the annual alumni awards program.
• Joseph Loss ('73,
Kansas City, Missouri.
• Lt. Comdr. Barbara
social science education),
(Aten) Scholley ('80, biolmanaging partner, Loss,
ogy), commanding officer
Payone & Orel.
of rhe U.S. Navy ship
Residence: Oakbrook,
USS Bolster. Residence:
Illinois.
Virginia Beach, Virginia.
• Mary Manz Simon
Alumni Achieve('69 elementary educament Awards are given to
tion/library science),
graduates whose accomauthor. Residence:
plishments in their field or
Belleville, Illinois.
avocation have received
Jomes Koch '64, /eh, is congratulated by Bernard
Outstanding teachfavorable statewide,
McCamey and Deb Amdor ofter receiving the Alumni
ing awards recognize facnational, or international
Association's Distinguished Alumni Award.
ulty members who have
recognition; to those who have received honors
contributed significantly to the quality of underfrom associations or their employers; or to those
graduate teaching at Illinois State. The recipiwhose work has proven beneficial to a proents were honored during homecoming last fall
nounced segment of society. Recipients were:
and again at the recognition program this spring.
• David Brusick (M.S. '65, Ph.D. '70, bioHonorees were:
logical sciences), scientific director for Hazelton
• Albert Otto, professor of mathematics,
Washington Inc. Residence: Kensington,
College of Arcs and Sciences. Recipient of the
Maryland.
Outstanding University Teaching Award.
• Frank Morn, professor ofcriminal justice
• Gerald Ferris ('73, M.S. '76), director of
sciences, outstanding teacher from the College
the Center for Human Resource Management
ofApplied Science and Technology.
and professor of labor and industrial relations of
business administration and of psychology,
• Timothy Longfellow, assistant professor
University of Illinois. Residence: Champaign,
of marketing, outstanding teacher from the
Illinois.
College ofBusiness.
• Savario Mungo, professor of curriculum
• Vincent J. T rosino (M.S. '73 , psychology), executive vice president and chief operatand instruction, outstanding teacher from the
ing officer, State Farm Mutual Automobile
College of Education.
Insurance Company. Residence: Bloomington,
• Peter Schuetz, professor of music, outIllinois.
standing teacher from the College of Fine Arcs.
Out~tanding Service Awards arc presented
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Koch receives Distinguished Alumni Award
Illinois State University's Alumni
Association presented James Koch, president of
Old Dominion University, with the
Distinguished Alumni Award this spring. He is
a 1964 social sciences graduate of Illinois State.
The award is me highest honor given by
the Alumni Association and recognizes exceptional achievements.
Koch has been president of Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Virginia, since 1990.
From 1986 to 1990 he was president of the
University of Montana. The Exxon Foundation
has named him one of the 100 most effective
college presidents in the United States.

Koch, author of six books, is an aumority
in his field of economics. He has been a consultant and expert witness for more than 30
law firms in cases regarding economic issues.
He also has been a consultant with many organizations such as World Bank, State Farm
Insurance Companies, and the National
Football League Players Association.
He has honorary degrees from
Yeungham University in Korea and Tokyo
University in Japan.
The Illinois State Alumni Association
honored Koch during its annual awards program in April.

Alumni asked to join legislative network
The Illinois State University Alumni
Association Board of Directors and the
Springfield Area Alumni Chapter hosted Illinois
State's second annual alumni legislative breakfast April 27 in the Hall of Flags of the Howlett
Building in Springfield, Illinois.
As part ofthe association's continuing
advocacy efforrs, the breakfast provided an
opportunity to build and strengthen relationships with alumni living or working in
Springfield, members of d1e General Assembly,
the Illinois Board of Higher Educ-ation, the
Board of Regents, legislative staff members,
and agency and department personnel.
Alumni legislators in attendance included
Senate Assistant Majority Leader John

Maitland Jr., Rep. Dan Rumerford '78, and
Rep. Jay Hoffman '83. Also attending was Rep.
William Brady, who serves the district in which
Illinois State University is located.
Alumni Association President Lois
(Rademacher) Mills '62, M.S. '69, Illinois State
President '1'homas P. Wallace, and Illinois
State's DirectorofGovcmmental Relations
Susan Kern addressed the group.
Participants were encouraged to join the
Legislative Area Network, which was implemented to coordinate advocacy cffom on
behalf of higher education and Illinois State in
particular. Any alumni wishing to be a part of
me network may contact Susan Kern at (309)
438-5677 for more information.

International House Alumni
Mark your calendars!
August 26, 1995
Celebrate 25 years of I-House of Illinois State University
Time and location to be announced
Contact Marilyn Boyd of (309) 438-1651 with your current address,
and on invitation will be sent to you.

1S

Legacy
scholarship
available

Goller family

while teaching in Peoria, where she retired in
May. Both of their children are Illinois State
graduates. Jayna (Galler) Burgdoif '86 is chief
financial officer for the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Division. She lives in Austin, Texas.
Jayson Galler '88 is a master's degree student
at Concordia Theological Seminary in Ft
Wayne, Indiana. The third generation graduate
will be (the family hopes) Jayna's son, Bartyn
Galler Burgdorf, born in October 1993.
The Goodyear family
Stanley Goodyear '76, M.S. '77, reports
that his two brothers are also Illinois State graduates.
• Jeffery Goodyear '80, Morton, Illinois, is
in-charge auditor with the Illinois Agriculture
Auditing Association in Bloomington.
• Timothy Goodyear '84, Nonna!,
Illinois, is a data processing analyst with Stare
Farm Insurance Companies.
• Stanley is executive vice president and
chiefexecutive office of Walcott Trust and
Savings Bank in Walcott, Iowa. He also reports
that his grandmother, the late Marguerite
(Stockton) Brumhead, graduated from Illinois
StareNonnal University about 1910. Her five
sisters, Nancy, Della, Evelyn, Jean, and I.aura,
and her brother, John, also graduated from
Illinois State Nonna!.
The Stelling family
Mary (Bellrose) Stelling '41 and Linda
(Stelling) Miodak '67 are a mother-daughter
legacy. Mary taught in Ottawa, Illinois, and
Linda teaches elementary school at Kirby
School in Tinley Park, Illinois.

This is tJ1efourth port in a se,ies highlig/lling
families with one ormomge11eratio11s ofIllinois State
University graduates. To be includedin thisfeatum in
tliefutum, sendthe names, addresses, graduation
yearJ, andemploymmt information ofalllegacyfamily members to Illinois State University, Alumni
F,ditor, Campus Box 3100, Nonna/, IL 617903100. Group photographs willbe usedwlien possible.
Please indicate ifphotographs shouldbe IJ!umed.
The Anderson family
Muriel (Reed) '69 and John Anderson
'68, M.S. '71, have two sons who are following
in their parent~' Illinois State footsteps. Their
oldest son, Robert Anderson '93, is a technical
support engineer for Platinum Technology in
Oak Brook, Terrace, Illinois, and their youngest
son, David, just completed his first year at
Illinois Stare.
Muriel is a reading teacher in Bartelso,
Illinois, and John is a quality review specialist
for the State Board of Education. They Live in
Fairview Heights, Illinois. In addition, Muriel's
sister, Madeline Reed, is a 1971 graduate. She
works for the Palm Beach, Florida, county
library system.
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The Arseneault family
The five children of Dorothy and
Edmond Arseneault of Decatur, Illinois, graduated from Illinois State.
• Deborah (Arseneault) Ginzkey '72,
Bloomington, Illinois, is a general educational
development teacher for the Region Office of
Education.
• Patrice Arseneault is a 1975 graduate
and reaches fifth grade ar Holy Family School
in Decatur, lllinois.
• Brett Arseneault graduated in 1978 and
is assistant vice president/loan review officer at
The People's Bank in Bloomington, Illinois.
• Heidi (Arseneault) Lauber, a 1983 graduate, lives in Bartlett, where she is a homemaker and mother of two.
• Brian Arseneault will pick up his degree
in English from Illinois State in August
The Galler family
The Galler family is hoping for a third generation Illinois State graduate in 2015. Wayne
Galler, a 1970 graduate, is a professor in the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction. His
wife, Caryl, earned her master's degree in 1982

Scholarship applications are
available for the Student
Alumni Council-Marian H.
Dean Legacy Scholarship. A
one-time $400 scholarship will
be awarded for the second rime
this fall to a first-year Illinois
State University student who is
the son or daughter of an
Illinois Stare graduate.
The nonrenewable award
will be based on scholarship, leadership, and service. This endowed scholarship
has been funded by alumni contributions, proceeds from Student Alumni Council project~,
and a bequest from Marian H. Dean '27, B.S.
'29, who made provisions in her wiUfor a gift to
the University for alumni scholarships.
Kristen Kelley, daughter of Dan and Pam
Kelley ofNonnal, Illinois, received the first
legacy scholarship in fall 1993. Kristen will
be a sophomore this fall, majoring in international business. Her father is a 1970 agriculture
graduate.
In addition to the legacy scholarship,
Student Alumni Council will offer three additional $250 one-time awards for students
attending the University for the first time.
Selection will be based on scholastic achievement, extra curricular activities, leadership, and
interest in Student Alumni Council. Recipients
of these awards must be active members in the
organization for at least one year.
Applications may be submitted for both
awards. However, students will not be eligible
to receive both awards.
Applications are available by mail from
Illinois State University; Student Alumni
Council Office, Campus Box 3100, Nonna!, IL
61790-3 100, or in person from the Alumni
Services Office, 146 Bone Student Center. The
application deadline is September 16.

Mother-daughter team
receives master's degrees
Amother-daughter team picked up diplomas from
Illinois State University during the December commencement ceremony.
Jennifer Hearon-Grupp M.S. '93, left, and her
mother, Judith (Williams) Hearon '91, M.S. '93,
received master's degrees in education, Jennifer's in
reading and Judith's in counselor education. While
earning their degrees they were in one research class
together.

Jennifer teaches junior high language arts in
Mackinaw, Illinois, and Judith is an early intervention
specialist with Chestnut Health Systems in Bloomington,
Illinois. Both live in Bloomington.

,...

'14
Alice Mmr<1y Mahar, Joliet, Illinois, celebrated
her 100th binhday.

'20
Zac Birkhead, retired from Caterpillar Tractor
Co., celebrated his 93rd binhday and 71st
anniversary with wife, Eva, in rural Decatur,
Illinois.

Kenneth Witt (M.S.) is a member of the
Batavia, New York, City Council. He is the
senior member of the nine-person council and
serves as president pro tern. He also is a professor of mathematics and computer information
systems at Genesee (!\cw York) Community
College.

'70

Hugh Hackett, Albuquerque, New Mexico, is
retired University of New Mexico track coach.
He is an All-American in track and field seniors
competition in 13 evencs. He and his wife,
Mary Clare, have nine children, 26 grandchildren, and seven great-grandchildren.

~vlichael McCuskcy, presiding judge of Illinois'
Third District Appellate Court, has been elected chairperson of it5 annual meeting.
Russell Brady has been appointed project
officer and public health analyst with the
Special Projects of National Significance
Branch of the Health Resources Services
Administration, Washington, D.C.
Don Ilendress (M.S.) published an integrated
analysis and marketing plan for Florida's
Daytona Beach International Airport, Volusia
County's Beach Management, VOTRAN, and
the Daytona Beach Ocean Center. He is a marketing specialist in the office of the Volusia
County manager in DeLand, Florida.

'SO

'71

Tony Skaronea M.S. '54 is a retired business
manager from the Mundelein (Illinois) High
School District, Lake County, Illinois. The last
issue of Alumni Today incorrectly listed him as
retired from the LaSalle-Peru school district

Steve Greenquist is an associate professor of an
at Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa.
Dan Carter is chairperson of Illinois State
University's Department ofTheatre.
l}dll Desalvo is vice president of marketing for
American Family Insurance Group, New
London, Wisconsin.
Sheryll Renken received her Ph.D. in science
education from the Univcrsity of Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa. She is a science coordinator at
Indian Prairie School District, Naperville,
Illinois.
Elizabeth (Cole)
Bertoch, Sheridan,
Indiana, is regional
manager of retail sales
for GTE in Carmel.
She is a winner of
GTE's Silver Personal
Lead~rship Award.
Linda (Mehlberg)
MorrisM.S. '73 Evergreen, Colorado, received
the presidential award for excellence in science
and mathematics teaching. She teaches secondary science in Sheridan School District,
Englewood, Colorado.

'37
Lawrence ~elson. Glenview, Illinois, is president of Nelson Printing Company.

'42

'60
Ronald \Vtlliams is the district health officer for
Benton and Franklin Counties in Richland,
Washington. He received an American
Academy of Pediatrics' Community Access to
Child Health Planning grant, funded by
Wyeth-Aycrst Laboratories.

'65
Dr. George .Jomdt M.S. '67 was named president of Triton College, River Grove, Illinois.
Dennie Bridges (M.S.) was promoted to professor ofphysical education at Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, Illinois.

'66
Carol (Galas) :Vfrtjeske was a candidate in
the \/larch primary for commissioner of the
tvlctropolican Water District of Greater Chi(,-ago,
Illinois.
Garret Scott M.S. '73 is a )formal, Illinois,
trustee and chairs the Illinois State University
Liaison Committee. I Ic is a speech pathologist
with Bloomington (Illinois) District 87 Schools.
His wife Sandra (De Lannoy) M.S. '68 is
director of the McLean County Depanment of
Building and Zoning. 'I 'hey reside in Normal
and have two grown children.

'69
C'.ary Ilcmnan. Gridley, Illinois, has been
named field staff manager for the crops and
seed division ofGrowmark Inc., Bloomington,
Illinois.
Stan Pieper,
Groveland, Illinois,
received the award of
excellence in the area of
edu(,-ational service personnel for the Those
Who Excel Award of
Excellence program.
He is employed by
Unit 5 in Normal,
Illinois.

'72
Noelia Vela M.A. '73 was appointed president
of Evergreen Valley College, San Jose,
California. She is on the Commission on
Innovation of the Board of Governors' Task
Force on Management, the California
Community College State Chancellor's Office
Matriculation Regulation 1 'ask Force and
Leadership El Cajon, the San Diego Chapter of
the Mexican-American National Association,
and the Association of California Community
Colleges Administrators.
Phillip Bell is an academic advisor in the
College of Management at Metropolitan State
University, St. Paul, Minnesota.

'73
Judith (Reddish) Peterson coauthored a chapter in the new Social Work Administration textbook. She operates a management consulting
business and works for Rockford public schools
as an elementary school counselor and for Rock
Valley College in Rockford, Illinois, as a pantime instructor in the Community and
Continuing Education Division.

Mike Herrin, Colfax, Illinois, is a meat and
poultry inspector for Illinois Depanment of
Agriculture, Division ofConsumer Services.
Roger Cliffe M.S. '73 received a presidential
reaching professorship at Nonhcrn Illinois
University, where he is a professor of
technology.
Wanda (Betle) Johnston is dirccroroflearning
resources at Broome Community College,
Binghamton, New York. She is author of
Administering the Community College
Leaming Resources Program.
James Musselman is associate clean for student
affairs at South·1'cxas College of I ,aw,
Houston. He and his wife live in The
Woodlands, Texas, with their four children.

'74
Douglas Kruse is executive vice president of
Monon (Illinois)
Federal Savings Bank.
He and his wife, Gerry,
live in Monon with their
three children.

'75
Denny Sevier is coowner of The House of
Representatives talent agency in Los Angeles,
California.
Mary (Larson) Childs earned an information
media degree from St Cloud (Minnesota) State
University.
Mary Molgard M.S. '77 received the 1993
Anne Frank Educational Outreach Award from
Holocaust Survivors and Friends of Latham,
New York, for her work as producer of a 35-pan
series of interviews with World War II concentration camp survivors and with soldiers who
helped liberate the camps. She is head of the
Public Communications Depanment at the
College of Saint Rose, Albany, New York.

'76
Mary (Giltz) McCarty and husband Douglas
are the parencs of Kathleen Anne, born in
December. They live in Peoria, lllinois.
Susan (Moss)
Richard<;, Appleton,
Wisconsin, has joined
the Mulricare
Companies Wisconsin
region as regional director of marketing and
case managcmcnr.
Janet Lohs is director of
qualitative research for St James Group.,
Bannockburn, Illinois.
Sherilyn McElroy M.S. '88 was granted tenure
in an at Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington, Illinois.
William Cira, Evergreen Park, Illinois, is a
commander in the U.S. Navy.

'77
Linda (King)
Lueckenhoff is an elementary counselor for
Palmyra R-I Schools.
She was elected to the
office of elementary
vice president of the
Missouri School
Counselor Association.
She and her husband, Mark, live in Ewing,
Missouri, with their children.
Michael Keane is vice president and treasurer
of Western Atlas Inc. He and his wife, Randy
(Conne), live in Agoura, California, with their
two children.
\Vtlliam Odltlner was promoted to editor of
Craftrends/Sew Business magazine. He was
presented the depanmental voluntcerof the
year award for public relations and development by Howard Brown Health Center in
Chicago, Illinois.
Tom Gawlik is vice president and controller of
Woods Wire Products, Inc., Carmel, Indiana.

E. Burton Mercier passes away
Illinois State University lost one of its strongest supporters when
E. Burton Mercier '50 died of a heart attack while clearing his driveway of snow on January 17. Alifelong Bloomington-Normal resident, Mercier also hod a lifelong association with the University.
He grew up on the University form, where his father was
employed as form manager. In additipn lo graduating from Illinois
State, he was a Metcalf Elementary School and University High
School graduate as well.
Mercier gave freely of his time and energy to the University,
serving as a member and post president of both the Illinois
State University Alumni Association and the Illinois State
University Foundation. In 1989 he was honored for his contributions
to the University with on outstanding service award from the
Alumni Association.
His involvement also included the athletic deportment, where he was a charter member of the Redbird
Club and past member of its board of directors. He was awarded the Stretch Miller-Friend of Sport Award in
1982 and received the President's Special Service Award in 1984.
The cover photograph of the spring/summer 1993 issue of Alumni Today was of Mercier and his four children, all of whom attended Illinois Stote--..:.Oave, student 1970-71; Tom '7 5; Karen Crusius '83; and Mary Jo
Adams M.S. '80.
At the time of his death Mercier was chairman of the board of Bloomington Offset Process Inc., a company
which he began to work for in l 950 and which he purchased in 1981.
Ascholarship fund with the Illinois State University Foundation hos been established in his memory.
Contributions may be sent to Illinois Stole University, Office of Development, Campus Box 3060, Normal, IL
6) 790-3060.
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He and his wife, Judy, live in Carmel with their
two children.
Dan Gerding was commissioned to create a
collector's print ofChicago Bears player
Mike Singletary upon Singletary's rctiremcm.
Gerding is a district agent with Northwestern
Mutual Life Insumnce. He lives in Glenview,
Illinois, with his wife, Clare (Bayless) Gerding
'82.

'78
Thomas Prchal is a
partner in Andersen
Consulting, Chicago,
Illinois. He and his family live in Arlington
Heights, Illinois.
Steve Shaw won "Best
of Show" at the Peoria
Advertising and Selling
Club Adams Awards. He is a producer and
photographer at WEEK: lV, Peoria, Illinois.
He and his wife Kelly live in Pekin, Illinois.
Deborah Dombeck was recalled to active duty
with Coast Guard Reserve Unit, St Louis,
Missouri, to complete an assignment in support
of flood cleanup and relief efforts in the
Midwest
Dan Dion is Hancock County treasurer. He
and his wife, Jody, live in Carthage, Illinois,
with their three children.

Jill Crow is a senior inside sales representative
for Kendall/I-Iunt Publishing Company,
Dubuque, Iowa.
Steven Henriksen, Springfield, Illinois, is assistant vice chancellor for administrative affairs
with the Illinois Board of Regents.
Nancy (Nolan) Foster
is vice president and
chief credit officer for
LaSalle Northwest
National Bank,
Chicago, Illinois. She
and her husband live in
Lake Charles, Illinois,
with their four children.

'83
Gary Potter is a partner with the accounting
firm Evoy, Schulte, Jacobs & Co., Waukegan,
Illinois.
Kristi (Bryers) Strode
is director of public
affairs and media relations at Waukesha
(Wisconsin) Memorial
Hospital. She and her
family live in
Shorewood, Wisconsin.
Wayne McManus M.S. '84 is assistant professor at Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington, Illinois, teaching business.
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Laura Sellmyer fanns 1,200 acres with her

Kevin Olson was promoted to data processing
senior analyst in the accounting services division of State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Company, Bloomington, Illinois. He
and his wife, Jane, live in Bloomington with
their two children.
Mark Zwart M.S. '87, Monona, Wisconsin, has
been named outstanding communit-ation alumnus for 1994 at Illinois State University. He is a
police officer and field training officer in
Madison, Wisconsin. He and his wife, Susan
(Hammond), have a son.
Ralph Richter Jr. teaches accounting at Illinois
Weselyan University, Bloomington, Illinois. He
is president of RM. Richter, Ltd., a micro-computer consulting firm specializing in small systems development and systems integration.

Debra (Stoll) Gerdes, Springfield, Illinois, and
her husband Kent arc the parents of A'lhley
Elizabeth born in February.
,vt11 Anderson, Princeton, Illinois, was awarded
the associate in claims designation by the
Insurance Institute ofAmerica. He is a field
claims representative for Country Companies in
Bureau County.
James Pm1crazio is a visiting instructor at
Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
Illinois.

'80
Charles I<ing Jr. i\ts. '82, Jacksonville, Illinois,
is employed by the Springfield Field
Operations Section, Bureau of Land, Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency, as an
environmental protection specialist and field
inspector.

'81
Sandra Borror-Jury '81, M.B.A. '84, is
employed by A,scssment Systems, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Howard Goldtmm M.S. '83 joined the staffat
Capital Acquisitions, Inc., and its International
Fast Food Corporation and International Pizza
Corporation to develop and direct their investor
and public relations programs in Miami Beach,
Florida.

'82
Dennis Dockins is an officer of Greensfelder,
Hemker & Gale, P.C., St. Louis, Missouri.
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'85
Marda (McCord) Morgan is a supervising systems engineer for Fireman's Fund Insurance
Co., San Rafael, California. She and her husband, ~litchell, live in Benicia, California.
Lisa (Boeconcelli) l,ap.ger is the manager of
international public relations for Leo Burnett
Worldwide, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. She and her
husband, Frank, live in Richton Park, Illinois,
with their two sons.

'88
Michael Voight, San Jose, California, is a customer operations analyst with Aspect
TelccommuniC'Jtions, a San Jose-based developer of automated call devices.

'89
Xu-Hong Shmig,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, is a foundation professor at The
Savannah (Georgia)
College of Art and
Design.

'86
Cathy (Edson) Huffman is owner of Page
Works, a marketing assistance and graphic
design firm in Springfield, Illinois, where she
and her husband live.
Bonnie Vm1ce Greenberg was named the outstanding journalism alumna for 1994 by the
communiC'Jtion department at Illinois State
University. She is assistant managing editor of
'l 'he Joumal Star in Peoria, Illinois. She and her
husband, Arthur, live in Peoria.
l<risten (Emmert) Shm1er is a staff assistant for
Congressman Robert Michel in his Peoria,
Illinois, office.
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'79
brother Carl near Pontiac, Illinois.
Carter Ness is a management consultant for
OGCI Management, Inc., Houston, Texas.
Nom1an Phillips is employed by the Los
Angeles (California) County Department of
Parks and Recreation as a regional park superintendent
Linda Lopeman Mat'lui has written an article
for a college-level English textbook. She is living in Japan and raising a family and is active in
the Association of Foreign Wives ofJapanese.
Mindi (Adams) Wuest is program supervisor at
the Bridgeview (Illinois) Park District. She and
her husband, Mark, and their three daughters
live in Bridgeview.
Norm Eash was promoted to associate professor of physical education at Illinois Wesleyan
University, Bloomington, Illinois.

_

Kim Webster is an assistant vice president of
commercial lending for
First National Bank of
Danville, Illinois. She
and her husband, Jeff
Folkman, live in
Danville.
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Elizabeth "Lisa" Zeigler, Oak Park, Illinois, is
marketing and communications director of the
Greater O'Hare Association oflndustry and
Commerce, Bensenville, Illinois. She is also a
registered lobbyist
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Sharlyn Wallace authored several articles for
Illinois Wesleyan University Magazine. She is
public relations projects coordinator at Illinois
Wesleyan University, Bloomington, Illinois.
Anthony D'Andrea, Wheaton, Illinois, is director of corporate and foundation relations at
Aurora (Illinois) University.
Christoher Short, Park Ridge, Illinois, is a
senior account executive at Minkus & Dunne,
Chicago, Illinois.
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Joshua Byer is a private first class in the United
States Marine Corps.
Terry Geimaeirt (M.S.) received the highest
award given by the American Red Cross for his
efforts in assisting victims ofa 1992 highway
mishap. He is a physical education instructor
and head trainer for Illinois College,
Jacksonville, Illinois.
Robert Bente! is employed by the Office of the
Illinois Secretary of State, Department of
Police, as an administrative assistant to the
department director in Springfield, Illinois.
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Sandra Sclmeider, Springfield, Illinois, is assistant state director of National Fcdcration of
Independent Business.
Meda Rives (.M.A.) is working on a Master of
Fine Arts degree at Illinois State University and
teaching a course at the University.
Veda Rives (M.A.) is assistant director for the
Nom1al Editions Workshop at Illinois State
University.
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Heather Kasten is a registered representative
with Investment Centers of America, Inc., in
Pim;field, Illinois.
Theodore Kerrn, Normal, Illinois, is employed
by the Jllinois State Police and is assigned to
the Division of Operations, District Six, in
Pontiac. He is a sergeant and a haz.ardous
materials officer.

Our graduates are the only permanent part of the Uni"L'ersity.
Faculty, administrators, and buildings come and go. Only. gradf1!1,tes
remain a part of the institution Jore"L'er.
Illinois State "univers
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Keep up with Illinois State happenings and people
• Special issues of Alumni Today
(Only Alumni Plus members will receive every edition.)
• The annual Illinois State Scholar magazine
• Invitations to selected university events
Display your loyalty to lllinois'Stote
• Car window decal
• Membership card

Save money while supporting your alma mater
• Special prices on events sponsored by Alumni Services
• Discounted rates at the Student Recreation Building
• Savings on tickets for selected men's and women's basketball games
• Al Opercent discount on regular room rates at
Jumer's ch·ateau in Bloomington
· • Discounts on car rentals l10 percent discount on Hertz,
30 percent on National, 15·percent on Alamo, and 20 percent on Avis)
'
• Special rates from Choice Hotels International
(Sleep, Comfort, Quqlity, Clarion; Frjendship, Econo Lodge, and Rodeway)
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Illinois State Cniversity Alunntl Association
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ALUMNI PLUS MEMBERSHIP
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Maiden name

Class year(s)

i'
:

Social Security number

:

Job tit;
Business street address

:Vlaiden name

Class ycar(s)
City, state, zip

Social Security number
Business phone

--·

Street address
Fax number
City, stare, zip
Home phone
Job title
Business name

Payment options:
0 Check enclosed
(Make check payable to Illinois State University Alumni Association.)

0

Charge my Visa

Business street address

Card number

City, state, zip

Signature

Business phone
Fax number

j
j

'

Please complete and return this membership form.
Please indicate type of membership:
0 Single annual membership $30
0 Joint annual membership $45

-

'

__ .
Sp0tL~e•s name

Name

!

Ifyouarerequestingajointmembership.pleasecomplete:

0

Charge my MasteiCard

ExpirJtion elate

Please return check and membership form to Illinois State University,
Alumni Services, Crunpus Box 3100, Normal, n~61790-3100.

